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Executive Summary 
--- 

Purpose The Navy plans to add ships to existing and new U.S. homeports. Some 
of the ships can carry nuclear weapons. Three Members of Congress 
expressed concerns about public safety in the event of a nuclear weapon 
accident. (See pp. 10 and 11.) 

They requested GAO to (1) update a 1979 GAO report on Department of 
Defense (DOD) nuclear emergency preparedness planning, (2) determine 
the extent the Navy involves state and local governments in its emer- 
gency planning, (3) ascertain whether that involvement can be increased 
without jeopardizing national security, and (4) determine the extent pol- 
icies and plans are consistent among the military services. 

Background DOD defines a nuclear weapon accident as a detonation; radioactive con- 
tamination; high explosive detonation or burning; or seizure, theft, or 
loss of a weapon or its components. (See p. 13.) 

According to DOD and the Department of Energy (DoE), extensive safety 
measures have made the possibility of an accidental nuclear detonatmn 
virtually nonexistent. The United States has not had an accidental 
nuclear weapon detonation, but has experienced 32 lesser accidents. 
Twelve of those resulted in some radiological contamination; the last 
occurring in 1968. (See pp. 14 to 16.) 

Accordmg to DOD and DOE, the most likely hazards are explosion or 
burning of the nonnuclear high explosives and the release of plutonmm 
from the warhead. Experts agree that plutonmm particles must be 
inhaled, ingested, or absorbed in the bloodstream through an open 
wound in order to cause physical harm. Should an accident occur, DOD 
and DOE response teams are available to react. (See pp. 16 to 18 ) 

I 

Results in Brief Coordination and planning for nuclear weapon accidents with states and 
localities vary by service. The Navy and Army generally have not coor- 
dinated this planning as they have for other types of disasters because 
they believe to do so would compromise natronal security. The Air Force 
coordinates its emergency planning for all types of disasters. The Army 
recognizes the need for such coordination and is taking action to do so 
on a classified basis. DOD believes that while it is possible for Navy home- 
ports to coordinate preparedness plans on an unclassified basis it is not 
possible to do so at nuclear weapon storage sites because of security 
constraints. (See pp. 28, 29,30,33 and 35 to 37.) 
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Executive Summary 

Principal Findings 

Strengthening Emergency 
Planning 

---- --.---_I___ ~- 
Since GAO'S 1979 report on the need to better coordmate emergency 
planning with state and local governments, LXX) has updated politics and 
instructions, and published accident response procedures Also, IXH) iru- 
tiated a national nuclear weapon accident exercise program m which 
selected states and localities participated. (See pp 22 and 23 .) 

Navy and Army mstallatmns generally do not coordmatc the develop- 
ment of emergency plans for nuclear weapon accidents with state and 
local emergency preparedness offices because of national security con- 
cerns. For example, the Navy did not coordinate the plans for the 10 
Navy installations GAO visited because officials believed to do so would 
violate DOD policy to neither confirm nor deny the presence or absence of 
nuclear weapons. (See pp. 28 and 30 to 33 ) 

Air Force officials maintain that nuclear-capable aircraft may land at, 
any Air Force base; therefore, each base is required to coordinate closely 
with respective state and local emergency preparedness offices to 
develop and exercise nuclear weapon accident plans In doing so, Air 
Force bases neither confirm nor deny the presence or absence of nuclear 
weapons (See pp. 28 to 30.) 

--- -” I _ -_-..- -- -- -__ --~ 

States and Localities Can Be Some state and local authorities GAO visited desire more direct commum- 
Mtire 1r)volved cation with Navy and Army mstallations m order to obtain mformation 

and understanding on such topics as planned responses, technical data 
on potential hazards, and assistance available to states and localities. 
They also believe participation m exercises will enhance mutual undcr- b 
standing of planned actions and response capabilities (See pp. 28,34 
and 37) 

Moreover, a 1983 DOD national exercise simulatmg a nuclear weapon 
accident disclosed the need for coordmated planning for such accidents 
because of the complexities of the response required, confusion resulting 
from inadequate information flow, and the hazards of radioactive con- 
tamination. (See pp. 34 and 35.) 

GAO concluded that communication and coordmation were evident m the 
Air Force’s unclassified preparedness planning practices for nuclear 
weapon accidents and in the military services’ planning for other types 
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of disasters The Army is unique m that it has a small number of instal- 
lations capable of storing and handling nuclear weapons, and to coordi- 
nate planning on an unclassified basis could indirectly compromise 
security. Army mstallatlons are currently taking actions to coordinate 
and exercise preparedness planning with these authorltles on a classi- 
fled basis. By coordinating with state and local emergency preparedness 
offices on the basis that homeports can accommodate nuclear-capable 
ships, the Navy can interact more closely with these authorities This 
can be done on an unclassified basis within the DOD policy to neither 
confn-m nor deny the presence or absence of nuclear weapons. (See 
pp 37 and 38 ) 

@mxnrnendations 
_~___1_1___ 

GAO recommends that the Secretary of Defense direct the Secretary of 
the Navy to ensure that homeports for nuclear-capable ships allow the 
opportunity for state and local authorltles to coordinate emergency 
plans for nuclear weapon accidents by 

l sharing unclassified plans and related mformatlon and 
l allowmg them to partlclpate m exercising the plans. (See p 38.) 

I 

Agency Comments 
---- _. 

DOD, DOE, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency generally 
concurred with GAO'S report. DOD, however, did not fully agree with the 
proposals in GAO'S draft report. GAO agreed with some of the concerns 
raised by IX)D and modified the recommendations accordingly (See 
pp. 38 to 40 ) 
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Chapter 1 --I__ ---~ _____e------------- 

Introduction 
__~--_- ---- --- I 

----__-_ -_---- _I__- -- --- _-___ __ - .-_-_I-_ -- 
The IJnited States is m the midst of expanding the Navy’s fleet to 600 
shops by the 1990s To accommodate this expansmn, the Navy plans to 
increase the number of IJ S cltles servmg as homeports for certam types 
of surface combatant sh1ps.l 

These combatant ships (see figs 1.1 and 1.2) mclude vessels with 
nuclear-weapon capablhty, a fact that has created some safety concerns 
over the Navy’s plans for homeport expansion. The new ports could 
begin recelvmg ships during the late 1980s and early 1990s 

_- ----- --__.- _-- -_--- 
Figqre 1.1: U.S. Navy Battle Group Conslstmg of an Aircraft Carrier and Supportmg Combatant Ships 

Source US Navy 

‘Fngates, dcstroycrs, cnmers, battleships, and alrcratt carrms 
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Lntroductian 

With the expansion of the fleet mto new and existing port areas, the 
importance of planning for potential nuclear weapon accidents has 
increased. This “emergency plannmg”-i.e., preparing m advance to 
implement those actions and procedures necessary to facilitate a rapid, 
successful response- mcludes providmg for prompt notification of 
authorities and delmeating those actions to be taken immediately to 
minimize hazards to the public, Thus, planning should be well coordi- 
nated among the Navy, states, and local governments beforehand to 
ensure that decisionmaking processes, resources, and response proce- 
dures are in place to react to a disaster 

In April 1985, three Members of Congress from the San Francisco area, 
concerned about the public health and safety implications of basing 
additional ships that have the capability to carry and use a nuclear 
weapon in densely populated U.S. ports, asked us to update our earlier 
report? on emergency preparedness for areas around nuclear facilities 
(A synopsis of that report and our other related reports is m app. III.) 
The delegation asked us to focus on the current state of the Navy’s 
emergency planning with state and local governments for radiological 
emergencies. (See app. I.) 

2Areas Around Nuclear Faclllties Should Be Better Prepared for Radmloglcal Emergenaev (EMU-78. ____- 
110, March 30, 1979) 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 

Figure 1.2: The Battleship U.S.S. Iowa 

Source US Navy 

--- 

Savy Plans for At present the Navy bases its combatant ships m several homeport 

Homeport Expansions 
areas. To accommodate the new vessels it will receive over the next 
decade, the Navy plans to place some combatant ships in present home- 

and Additions port areas and to place others at several other cities not now serving as 
homeports Current plans call for the complement of combatants to be 
mcrcascd m Hawan, at several homeports along the Pacific coast, 
including San Francisco Bay (see fig. 1.3) and Long Beach, California; 
and at homeports on the east coast, including Norfolk, Virginia In addi- 
tion, the Navy plans to introduce combatants at Staten Island, New 
York, various Gulf coast sites, and at Everett, Washington. (See app. II 
for a complete listing ) 
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Chapter 1 
Intrttductiott 

Figure 1.3: Treasure Island - A New Homeport Near San Francisco, California 

Source US Navy 
.” -- s-,-m-. 

* 

What Is a Nuclear 
Weapon Accident? 

As defined by the Department of Defense (DOD), a nuclear weapon acci- 
dent 1s an unexpected event involving nuclear weapons or their radio- 
logical components that results m: 

l A nuclear detonation. 
l IZadioactive contamination. 
l The nonnuclear detonation or burning of a nuclear weapon or its radlo- 

logical components 
l The accidental or unauthorized launching, Bring, or use by U.S. forces 

(or [J S -supported allies) of a nuclear weapon that can cause the out- 
break of war 
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. ” _ _.-- _ _-- _--_ -__- -_-- _-_---_ 
. Seizure, theft, loss (including jettisoning), or destruction of a nuclear 

weapon or its radiological component. 
l A public hazard, actual or implied. 

According to DOD documents, 32 accidents mvolvmg nuclear weapons 
have occurred (see fig. 1.4). Of these accidents, 31 occurred before 1969, 
largely on Air Force flights. None resulted m an inadvertent nuclear det- 
onation, but some did create radiological problems. Since then the 
IJnited States has had one nuclear weapon accident, but it did not result 
in any radiological release or contamination. The Navy has never had a 
nuclear weapon accident to occur on a ship while m port or near clvllian 
populations, nor has it had an accident that released radioactlvlty. The 
Army has never had a nuclear weapon accident. Appendix V has more 
discussion on nuclear weapons accidents. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Figure 1 4. US Nuclear Weapons 
Accidents ( 1946 1985) 
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The services experience lesser events that do not qualify as nuclear 
weapon accidents. Known as nuclear weapon mcidents, they are unex- 
pected events mvolvmg nuclear weapons, test and trammg weapons, 
dummy bomb units, nuclear weapon facilities, components, or associated 
test and handling equipment that do not fall m the nuclear weapon acci- 
dent categories According to a Navy official, between danuary 1965 and 
December 1985, the Navy reported 630 such incidents, of which 266 
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- -  

- -__ 
involved an actual nuclear weapon. Of these, 66 occurred on Navy 
surface ships while m port. 

What Are the Potential The worst nuclear weapon accident KS, of course, the unintended detona- 

Hazards From Nuclear 
tion of the nuclear warhead According to DOD and Department of 
Energy (DOE) sources, the probability of an accidental detonation of a 

Weapon Accidents? nuclear weapon warhead is vutually nonexistent because extensive 
safety precautions have been taken in the design, handling, storage, and 
maintenance of weapons Given this, DOD and DOE believe that, though 
remote, the greatest risk of a nuclear weapon accident is the detonation 
of the conventional (nonnuclear) high explosive (HE) and the release of 
plutonium-a solid metal-by impact, fire, and/or the detonation of the 
conventional explosive. They believe a new “insensitive” type of HE 

being used m newer weapons 1s more resistant to accidental detonation 
In addition, some older weapon types are being phased out or, according 
to a Navy official, are being fitted with this new explosive. This feature 
should further reduce the risk of explosive detonation and radiological 
contamination in a nuclear weapon accident. Additional information on 
nuclear weapon accident risks is m appendix V. 

The potential hazards from a nuclear weapon’s HE, according to a DOD 

and DOE document, are similar to those that can result from accidents 
with conventional weapons. Accidental detonation of the high explo- 
sives could scatter fragments of metal and unstable-undetonated high 
explosives over an area up to about 2,000 feet in radius. In a fire, the HE 

could detonate; melt, flow out of the warhead, and resolidify into a vola- 
tile substance, or burn, producing toxic gases and residue. 

Plutonium emits alpha radiation and, in an accident, it could be released 
mto the environment. Alpha particles radiate 1 to 2 inches in air and are 
difficult to detect, but are incapable of penetrating clothing or the outer 
layer of unbroken skin Their effects last for years. DOD, DOE, and several 
scientific community source& agree that alpha particles normally must 
be inhaled, ingested, or absorbed mto the blood-stream through an open 
wound to cause physical harm. If absorbed internally, these particles 
are carried much like calcium to the lungs, liver, kidneys, and other 
body parts and are deposited in the bones. They attack surrounding 
tissue, causing irritation and thus may lead to malignancy. 

“These sources mclude reports by the World Health Orgamzatlon, the Nuclen~ Energy Agency-a 
subcomponent of the Orgamsatlon for Economic Co-opel ation and Development (I’ar~s, France)---and 
dlscussrons with a senior health physlclst with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and d radio blolo- 
gist with the Environmental Protection Agency 
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In contrast, other types of radiation, beta and gamma, created by a 
nuclear warhead detonation and nuclear reactor operations have dif- 
ferent penetrating power (see fig. 1.5) and effects in the body. Beta par- 
ticles may radiate several feet m the air and up to half an inch in body 
tissue. Clothing normally provides adequate protection from beta radia- 
tion in the air. Concentrations of beta particles on the skin, however, 
will cause burn-like irritations and can be hazardous to body organs and 
glands close to the skin. If taken into the body, beta-emittmg particles 
irritate the walls m the intestinal tract and destroy white blood cells 
Gamma rays, in general, have ranges of hundreds of feet, and can 
readily penetrate living and nonliving matter Dense materials, such as 
lead and steel, can shield against gamma radiation Inside the body 
gamma radiation can destroy cells and upset normal body functions 
Nigh doses may cause loss of hair, nausea, and aplastic anemia and may 
affect the bone marrow, spleen, lymph nodes, and the manufacture of 
red and white blood cells. 

Figure 1.5: The Penetrating Power of 
Radlatlon 

1 metre of concrete 

Alpha 

Beta 

Gamma 

Source lnternatlonal Atomic Energy Agency 
--- --- 
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Plutonium Dispersal 

. geography around the accident site; and 

. lapsed time after an accident occurs. 

According to DOD and DOE, in the event of a nuclear weapon accident 
resulting in the release of alpha-emitting particles into the environment, 
the dispersal pattern for such contamination would be influenced by 
such factors as the 

nature of the accident, whether of fire or HE detonation origin; 
type and number of weapons involved; 
amount of phitonium aerosolized, 
direction, speed, and currents of the wind and other weather conditions 
following the accident; 

Consequently, the magnitude of the hazard and the potential risk to the 
general public would depend upon these dispersal factors, as well as the 
proximity of populated areas to the accident site. 

Responsibilities for In the event of a nuclear weapon accident, the federal government seeks 

Planning for and 
to render the weapon safe from nuclear and conventional detonation, 
recover all classified material, and ensure that affected areas are 

Responding to Nuclear restored to normal use. It is therefore federal pohcy that governmental 

Weapon Accidents units associated with nuclear weapons have accident response plans 
that will meet these objectives. 

DOD is charged with the safety of nuclear weapons and components m its 
custody and the protection of life and property from any health or 
safety hazards that could ensue from a nuclear weapon accident Desig- 
nated DOD units and DOE are required to maintain nuclear weapon acci- 
dent response capabilities. Appendix VI contains a fuller discussion of 
response capabihties, with emphasis on DOD and DOE. * 

When possible and when national security permits, DOD is required to 
cooperate with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) m 
developing emergency plans with state and local authorities for fixed 
DOD facilities where radiological accidents could occur. F-EMA is respon- 
sible for establishing and coordinating pohcies for civil emergency plan- 
ning, management, mitigation, and assistance in the event of man-made 
or natural disasters and for stimulating participation by state and local 
governments in emergency preparedness programs. Thus, ~XMA’S pri- 
mary tasks are to coordinate state and local requests for federal assis- 
tance and to ensure that responses by federal, state, and local officials 
are coordinated and mutually supportive. 
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The authonty and responsibility for public safety rest with state and 
local officials-the governor pnrnanly. The governor is expected to 
dlrcct meazures that will cnsurc the health, safety, and welfare of the 
people within the terntonal hmrts of the state 

-_ __-- ._._ -__ -_----___.----_-------_____--~-- __I- 

C)b,jectives, Scope, and Three Members of Congress from the San Francisco arca reyucsted us to 
study the prcscnt state of the Navy’s emergency planning with state and 
local govcrnmcnts for radiological cmergencles They asked that we 
focus on the planning for potential accidents involving nuclear weapons 
and material4 by 

l identifying relevant actions IK)D has taken since our 1979 report on 
cmcrgcncy preparedness around DOD and DOE nuclear facilities; 

l detcrmmmg the extent to which the Navy includes state and local gov- 
ernments m its radrologlcal emergency planning; 

l asccrtaming if Navy pohcles and plans regarding radiological emergen- 
clcs arc consistent with the other DOI) services, and 

l dctermmmg whether the mvolvcmcnt of state and local governments m 
cmcrgcncy planning can be increased without, jeopardizing national 
security 

I)urmg our rcvlcw, which was conducted from May 1985 through <July 
1986, wc visited the headquarters offices of WD, Navy, Air Force, Army, 
Ix)K, and FEMA; 2 PEMA reglonal offices; the I,awrence IAivermore National 
I,aboratory, 17 field mstallatlons of the military services (mcluding 2 
ships), 3 stitt(~ governments, and 13 local governments. At these loca- 
tions, WC gathered data during mtervlews and briefings and rcvlcwed 
regulations, instructions, directives, manuals, emergency plans, exercise 
reports, studlcs, and management reports. Wc also reviewed relevant 
mdcpcndcnt, studlcs porformcd by the scientific community and tested L 

nuclear weapon accldcnt rcsponsc capabilities by sclectlvely mvento- 
rymg cquipmcnt and verifying the avallablhty of personnel to response 
teams. Wc compared emergency planning procedures and practices 
among the scrvlccs and various types of emergency plans, the views of 
IH)I), IUC, and the sclcntlflc community concernmg the nature of poten- 
tial accident hazards; and the opinions of DOD, states, and localities on 
the extent of planning coordination desired and currently taking place 
Appcndlx IV contains a more detailed discussion of our scope and 
methodology 
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This review was performed in accordance with generally accepted gov- 
ernment auditing standards. 

L 
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Improvements Have Eken Made :ii Emergency 
Planning for Nuclear Weapon Accidents 

_ - --_ _ _ ___. -.--___ ._____ -.-__ -____ 
In 1979 we reported that areas around nuclear faclhtlcs should be better 
prepared for radlologlcal emergencies We recommended that the Secure- 
tary of Defense 

. To the extent that national security is not Jeopardized, require that 
people living near nuclear faclhtles be provided information about. the 
potential hazards, the emergency actions planned, and the actions they 
should take in the event of an accidental radlologlcal release. 

l To the extent national security is not Jeopardized, require commanders 
at IX)I) facilities to develop with state and local government agencies 
having emergency responslblhtles formal, explicit agreements that 
clearly delineate roles, responwblhtles, and capablhtles and include pro- 
visions encouraging their participation in drills with the faclhtles. 

. Develop mc%hods of interacting with states in peacetime nuclear emer- 
gency response planning where the classlflcatlon of nuclear facllltlcs IS 
Justified on national security grounds We suggested that for thoscl faclll- 
tics that already were or could become nuclear-capable, a few clvlhan 
officials could be dealt with on a classified basis or emergency notlflca- 
tlon procedures could be established without confirming or denying the 
cbxistence of nuclear materials 

In commentmg on that report, DOD stated it did not belleve it was fca- 
sable to provide mformatlon regarding radlologlcal accidents to people 
hvmg near nuclear facllltles. However, DOD did take a number of actions 
on the ot,her recommendations DOD improved its overall accident 
response planmng guidance and established a national nuclear weapon 
accident exercise program to include partlclpatlon by federal, state, and 
local government agencies Further, m 1981 DOD directed the 11efcnse 
Nuclear Agency (DNA) to provide DOD components additional guldanec 
for dovclopmg preparedness plans with state and local governmcbnts 
Interim guidance was issued m April 1986 II 

rjOD Guidance and 
_--- - - _ - .-. . . . . -“- 

Sinccb 1979, IHI) has updated its policies and guidance regarding coordl- 

Service Response Plans 
nation and contingency planning with state and local officials and such 
other subJects as assistance to others, weapon safety, accident notifica- 

Improved tlon, and use of IJOL, resources m peacetime emergencnes 

l~ohcy rcbgardmg coordination and contingency planmng w&h state and 
local of’flclals was expanded to require LMX:, components to cooperatcl 
with WMA, where possible and within national security constraints, III 
developmg radiological emergency plans with state and local authorltles 
for those f lxcd r)or) faclhtles where an accident involving rad~ologlcal 
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material could occur. The policy also required DOD to encourage the con- 
duct of radiological emergency exercises to ensure adequate response m 
case of an accident. In support of this endeavor, local military mstalla- 
tions are required to cooperate, within current security classification 
guidelines, with state and local authorities during exercises. 

The revised pohcy cautioned, however, that coordination and contin- 
gency planning with state and local officials does not relieve DOD of its 
basic pohcy of neither confirming nor denying the presence or absence 
of nuclear weapons. In situations where classified information on the 
presence of weapons is required to develop emergency plans, DOD 1s to 
provide only that information necessary and when its release has been 
determined to be in the best interest of national emergency prepared- 
ness planning after due consideration of national defense consequences 
Such classified information is to be provided only to properly cleared 
individuals within state and local governments and who have a need to 
know. 

Also, DNA published the Nuclear Weapon Accident Response Procedures 
(NARP) Manual, a single document that summarizes the procedural guid- 
ance for military units that respond to nuclear weapon accidents. This 
manual also serves to aid nuclear-capable military installations in devel- 
oping their nuclear weapon accident response plans. In addition to pro- 
viding technical guidance concerning radiological equipment, radioactive 
material, contamination, and decontamination, the manual describes the 
general responsibilities of other agencies, mcluding state and local gov- 
ernments, and identifies DOD and DOE resources that are available to 
respond to a nuclear weapon accident. Appendix VI contains further dis- 
cussion of the various nuclear weapon accident response forces. 

__-_- - _--- 

Air Force Improvements During the 198Os, the Air Force improved its emergency planning for 
nuclear weapon accidents. Regulations governing disaster preparedness 
were amended in 1984 by adding nuclear weapon accident response pro- 
cedures, estabhshmg the Strategic Air Command (SAC) as the primary 
Air Force authority for nuclear weapon accidents in the continental 
IJnited States, and directing each base to develop and coordinate nuclear 
accident response plans with states and localities. 

In addition, 10 command installations were made regional response 
forces. Furthermore, SAC developed detailed response procedures, issued 
in 1985, as the servicewide Nuclear Accident Response and Recovery 
Plan. Essentially an adaptation of the NARP Manual, this plan describes 
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the actions Air Force accident response forces m the contmental United 
States must take, as well as those interactions with other mihtary, fed- 
eral, state, and local agencies necessary to coordmate responses for an 
Air Force nuclear weapon accident 

Amy Improvements During the 198Os, the Army also updated its regulations on nuclear 
weapon safeguards to incorporate changes to prescribed weapon man- 
agement and handling procedures and to provide specific accident 
response and assistance procedures. The regulations required the Army 
Materiel Command to mamtam a service response force. In addition, in 
1985 this command published a Disaster Control Plan that sets forth 
specific roles and responsibilities for responding to a nuclear weapon 
accident and directed its Depot System Command and nuclear-capable 
activities to prepare and maintain their own Nuclear Accident/Incident 
Response and Assistance Plans, which were published m 1985. Previ- 
ously, m 1984, the Depot System Command had published an emergency 
response plan for use by commanders at the scene of a nuclear weapon 
accident. 

_ _ _ I- - -_l------- 
Navy Improvements The Navy, in 1981, revised its regulations governing emergency plan- 

rung for and responding to nuclear weapon accidents to mcorporate DOT) 
pohcies; m 1983, certain definitions and public affairs guidance were 
updated. Also, the Navy began using the NARP Manual as guidance for 
naval forces designated to respond to nuclear weapon accidents. Fur- 
thermore, m 1984, the Navy updated its regulations on the release of 
mformation concerning nuclear weapons, emphasizing that Navy per- 
sonnel would violate provisions of the Uniform Code of Military Justice 
should they either confirm or deny the presence or absence of nuclear 
weapons. However, the regulations recognized that, in the event of a * 
nuclear weapon accident, specified persons may officially confirm the 
presence of the weapon or component involved 

I 

Xational hclear 
Weapon Accident 
Exercise Program 

-- -~- 

Smce 1979, DOD has estabhshed a national nuclear weapon accident 
exercise program. Jointly sponsored by DOD, DOE, and FEMA, and directed 
by DNA, the program includes full-field and command-post exercises 
scheduled through 1990. Field exercises include the deployment of 
response personnel and equipment, while command-post exercises test 
only the command and control elements. These exercises have generally 
included participants from federal, state, and local government agencies, 
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m addition to the hosting military service’s response force-a role that 
has been rotated among the services. 

Guidance for 
Coordinating With 
State and Local 
Governments 

In 1981, when updating its policies and guidance, DOD directed DNA to 
provide DOD components further guidance to use in developing emer- 
gency preparedness plans with state and local authorities for those 
fixed DOD facilities where the potential exists for an accident involving 
radioactive materials. Interim guidance was issued in April 1986 and the 
service chiefs were asked to uutiate actions within then- departments to 
promulgate the guidance. 

In 1983 FEMA attempted to develop a guide for state and local govern- 
ments to use in planning radiological emergency responses to DoD and 
IX)E; nuclear accidents. However, DOD and DOE objected to F’EMA doing so 
because they believed that, by law, this was their responsibihty. Also, 
they believed it would be an unnecessary expenditure since expertise 
and access to the information necessary to develop such guidance 
already existed m nor) and DOE. 

Instead of the FEMA mitiative, DOD and DOE proposed that they jointly 
prepare guidance for state and local governments to provide the best 
possible information consistent with the policy to neither confirm nor 
deny the presence or absence of nuclear weapons. DOD and DOE planned 
to submit the guidance to FEMA m early 1984. 

Subsequently, DOD and DOE decided not to proceed with the joint effort. 
They concluded a generic document would not be practical for the wide 
range of facilities and actlvltles m question. The faclhtles include types 
that are unique in mission, operational activities, siting, and accident 
potential. Instead, they agreed to provide guidance to their respective 
activities. rx)E issued its guidance m November 1985 and, DOD issued 
interim guidance m April 1986. 

Conclusions Since 1979, DOD and the services have taken a number of actions to 
improve emergency planning for nuclear weapon accidents. These 
actions include updating pohcies, guidelines, and accident response 
plans, establishing a natronal nuclear weapon accident exercise pro- 
gram, which has included participation by state and local officials; and 
developing guidance for DOD components to use when developing emer- 
gency preparedness plans with states and localities. However, as dls- 
cussed m chapter 3, we believe additional actions are needed. 
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IXXI concurred and emphasized that it 1s required, when possible and 
when national security permits, to cooperate with F'EMA in developing 
emergency plans with properly cleared state and local authorities who 
have the appropriate limited access authorlzatlon to coordinate on emer- 
gency radlologlcal planning. DOE advised that it currently was working 
with DOD and FEMA to develop a training course to support close coordl- 
nation with state and local emergency response authorities m basic 
emergency planning and preparedness activities for nuclear weapon 
accidents. This course will also provide these authorities a better under- 
standing of radiological, safety, security, and management aspects of an 
accident involving nuclear weapons. The goal 1s to present a trial course 
in early 1987 and, once established, offer the course twice a year 
through FEMA. 
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Coordination With States and Localities Differs 

The possibility, however remote, that a nuclear weapon accident may 
occur and result in radlologlcal contamination supports the development 
and coordination of emergency plans to mitigate the effects of such an 
accident. Emergency planning helps ensure that decisionmakmg struc- 
tures and resources will be available when needed and describes the 
process for triggering their use Unless DOD installations that are nuclear 
capable coordinate their plannmg with state and local governments, 
there 1s little assurance that these declsionmakmg structures will be in 
place before an accident occurs and that response capabilities can be 
applied to mitigate its effects. 

The military services follow different practices regarding the extent 
they involve states and localities in emergency planning Air Force 
activities coordinate planning with states and localities, while the Army 
and Navy, for security reasons, generally exclude state and local govern- 
ments from a coordinated planning effort. 

We also found that. 

l Some state and local emergency preparedness officials desire more com- 
munication in emergency planning for accidents mvolvmg nuclear 
weapons. 

l A national nuclear weapon accident exercise showed a need for more 
coordination 

l Military and civilian authorities are coordmatmg emergency plannmg 
for other disasters 

l Emergency planning coordination for accidents involving nuclear 
weapons is achievable without vlolatmg DOD security pohcy. 

Air Force Interacts 
With State and Local 
Governments 

Air Force guidance requires base commanders to make mutual disaster 
support plans with local and state authorltles Such plans must include 
procedures for providing Air Force assistance to these civilian authon- 
ties during a nuclear weapon accident. Though the guidance does not 
place security constraints on interactions with clvlhan officials, 
according to Air Force officials, it does require Air Force bases to 
comply with the pohcy to neither confirm nor deny the presence or 
absence of nuclear weapons. 

Air Force bases interface directly with state and local governments m 
their vicinities concerning emergency preparedness for nuclear weapon 
accidents. Air Force officials maintain that because nuclear-capable au-- 
planes may land at any Air Force base, each base should have a nuclear 
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weapon accident response plan and Joint response support agreements 
with state and/or local officials Officials stated that through this prac- 
tice, the Air Force, while neither conflrmmg nor denying the presence or 
absence of nuclear weapons, publicly admits that strategic missile bases 
and bases with landing strips are nuclear-capable. As a result, Air Force 
bases coordinate unclasslfred nuclear weapon accident emergency plan- 
ning, enter mto Joint written agreements, and share information m 
bases’ accident response plans with state and local governments 

We reviewed 27 agreements between Strategic and Tactical An- Com- 
mand bases (mainly m SAC) and state and local governments. Some of 
these agreements contained explicit language concermng the possible 
presence of nuclear weapons, nuclear material, or the possible occur- 
rence of accrdents adversely affectmg public safety and health. 
According to Air Force, state, and local officrals, the specific wording of 
the agreements may vary due to local preference, but the common 
understanding by all parties IS that the agreements pertam to nuclear 
weapon accidents. 

Emergency preparedness officials at some of the bases visited stated 
that their nuclear weapon accident emergency plans were provided to 
local officials for civilian planning purposes. Local officials we con- 
tacted corroborated these statements. Also, one base official told us he 
had attended meetings m nearby commumtles, where he openly dis- 
cussed the nature of his base’s plan and the coordmatlon of planning 
between the base and local governments. 

In addition, An- Force officials stated that clvihan authorities often 
observe or participate in nuclear weapon exercises. An Force regula- 
tions require each base to conduct a major accident exercise each 
quarter. One exercise must simulate a nuclear weapon accident (see fig. 
3 1) Also, SAC bases must conduct two additional maJor accident exer- * 

cases each quarter, of which one must simulate a nuclear weapon acci- 
dent. An Force officials said that the frequency and degree of state and 
local officials’ partlclpatlon m the exercises were left to the discretion of 
local commanders. 
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Figure 3.1: Air Force Initial Response 
Force Members Moving into Place to 
Begin Monitormg for Radiation Durmg a 
Nuclear Weapon Accident Exercise 

Source U S Am Force 

Savy Practices 
Generally Exclude 
State and Local 
Governments 

Navy practices regarding nuclear weapon accident emergency plannmg 
generally exclude state and local government authorities Emergency 
plans for nuclear weapon accidents were m place for 7 of the 10 Navy 
mstallatmns we visited and draft plans covering the other 3 had been 
prepared However, as a matter of security, the mstallatlons had not 
coordinated or exercised these plans with state and local officials The 
Navy believes that the prohibition against either confirmmg or denying 
the presence or absence of nuclear weapons at a specific location pre- 
cludes, in practme, any open communication or planning with state and 
local governments Also, Navy officials believe that entering a mutual 
support agreement would confirm the existence of such weapons. 

Subsequent to our review, however, m July 1986, one Navy command 
we visited had sponsored a nuclear incident seminar for northeastern 
states to discuss current Navy concepts, operating procedures, and 
responslblhtles for nuclear incident response. This seminar did not 
address any specific Navy homeport or weapons site Senior representa- 
tives and persons havmg nuclear emergency planning responslbihtles 
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from these states were invited The seminar covered such topics as radl- 
atlon accrdent response capabilities, public affairs, disposjl of explosive 
ordnance, and communication capabllites. 

As a rule, Navy installations do not exercise emergency plans for 
nuclear weapon accidents with state and local governments However, 
emergency preparedness officials in one state we visited had partlcl- 
pated with the Navy in a national nuclear weapon exercise m 1983. The 
exercise, known as NIJWAX 83, was conducted at the DOE Nevada Test S&e 
and included not only Navy and other federal agencies’ personnel but 
also state and local government participants This exercrse, which srmu- 
lated an airborne Navy nuclear weapon accident near a civilian commu- 
nity (see fig. 3.2), tested the partlclpants’ capablhties to accomplish such 
responses as accident notlficatlon, weapons recovery, site security, con- 
tamination detection and control, medical services, and public affairs, 
but not then capabllltles to restore an accident site to normal use 
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Figure 3.2: Simulated Helicooter Crash With Nuclear Weapon Aboard During NUWAX 83 

x 

*I I 

_ “‘,A, 
Source Defense Nuclear Agency 

In contrast, the Navy does coordinate its emergency preparedness plans 
for natural and other man-made disasters with state and local govern- 
ments. Joint agreements had been signed and exercises had been estab- 
lished mvolvmg Navy and local and/or state authorities. Also, the 
installations had joint support agreements with localities to provide 
such services as firefighting m an emergency. 
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Army Practices Similar Army gr’act~os regarding preparedness planning for nuclear weapon 

t,o Savy’s 
accidents arc smular to Navy practices. Army guidance requires officials 
of nuclear-capable installations to coordinate emergency response procc- 
(lures with local commumtles that might be affected by an accident or 
that might be called upon to assist. Because of the sensitivity of the sub- 
Jt’c*t,, however, these mstallations are cautioned to limit coordmatlon to 
carefully selected local authontles. Information must be expressed in 
terms of emergencies involving the mstallatlons’ conventional ammum- 
tlon mission Installation officials are instructed not to divulge classified 
mlormatlon; they are cautioned to give only Information considered 
cbsscntlal for adequate advance planning and are to advise community 
officials that such information may not be released to the public. 

Offlclals said that the Army does not confirm or deny the presence or 
absence of nuclear weapons at its installations. They maintain that DOD 
security pohcy prevents them from discussing nuclear weapons with 
clvlllan authorities or from coordinating emergency planning for nuclear 
weapon accidents with such authorities unless they have been properly 
cGbarr:d The one field activity we visited had invited a state official with 
proper national security clearance to observe an on-base exercise, but 
this official did not attend 

Also, offlclals said that the Army does not imtlate formal agreements 
with states or locahtles relating to nuclear weapon accidents. However, 
the field activity we visited had agreements to provide services such as 
poll(~~, fire, rescue, and emergency hospital care during other disasters 
We found that this installation had a joint agreement with a local 
c*lvlhan hospital to treat accident vlctlms While nuclear weapon accl- 
dont,s wcrc not, specifically discussed in the agreement, local government 
off lc~als said it was understood that victims of radiation accidents might 
be sent. to this hospital . I 

Army offlclals advised us that the Army fully supports coordmation of 
planrung and partlcipatlon by clvll authorities m exercises for nuclear 
weapon accidents IIowever, publicly identifying the small number of 
mstallatlons capable of handling and maintaining nuclear weapons may 
.leopardlze security. Army offlclals are working to obtain proper clear- 
anc*os for state and local officials so they can become famllar with the 
I)lans and participate in exercises 
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State and Local State and local authorities have primary responsibility for public health 

Emergency 
and safety for their citizens. State and local disaster preparedness offi- 
cials we visited believe that should a nuclear weapon accident occur on a 

Preparedness Officials Navy or Army base, they would need accurate, timely information on 

Desire More the likely hazards to their commumties Some of these officials also 

Communication 
believe that, under current conditions, this information would come 
slowly and that more commumcation with Navy and Army activities 
beforehand could promote mutual understandings of respective 
response plans and capabilities This communication could also help 
build mutual trust, adding assurance that they would be promptly 
alerted Other state and local officials believe military installations and 
other federal agencies will respond to a nuclear weapon accident; hence, 
these officials give emergency planning for such accidents a relatively 
low priority among other potential disasters 

Some state and local officials believe that unclassified information and 
dialogue on the followmg topics are essential to understanding and 
developing mutually supportive emergency plans. 

l Availability of military support for local assistance after an accident 
l Plans and capabilities for treatment of radiation effects 
l Technical data on potential hazards and applicable protective measures. 

In addition, local officials believe it would aid their understanding to at 
least observe, if not participate m, local unclassified Navy and Army 
emergency response exercises regarding nuclear weapon accidents In 
support of this view, officials in two states we visited told us they had 
benefitted by participatmg m national nuclear weapon accident 
exercises 

Xational Kuclear NIJWAX 83 affirmed the necessity for emergency planning and coordma- 

Weapon Accident 
tion between military officials and civil authorities One conclusion m 
the exercise report was that a prompt, effective, coordinated reaction 

Exercise Showed Keed will depend on the degree of planning and mutual knowledge of respon- 

for Coordination sibilities and capabilities established before an accident. Coordinated 
planning is necessary because of the complexities of the response 
required, the initial confusion resulting from an inadequate mformation 
flow, the hazards to life, and the threat of radioactive contammation. 

L 

Another conclusion in the report was that mihtary mstallation com- 
manders should plan to coordinate or interface with state and local offi- 
cials during radiological accident exercises within the limits permitted 
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accidents, but it does not specify a similar need at the local government 
level. Local, as well as state, authorities have responsibilities to protect 
the population should an accident occur and the hazards spread into the 
local community 

Some local officials WC visited expressed needs for more planning mfor- 
mation on the hazards of nuclear weapons accidents and protective 
measures. Other local officials believed they had insufficient mforma- 
tion about federal accident response capabilities to make decisions on 
their own planning needs. Moreover, NUWAX-83 affirmed the need for 
coordmated emergency planning with local officials in such areas as 
accident, mformation flow, hazards to life, threat of radioactive contami- 
nation, Jurisdiction at the accident site, and site restoration In this 
respect, local officials at one Au- Force base we visited stated they had 
received information on these subjects from the An Force which had 
enhanced their preparedness. 

Conclusions 
_ --- 
No guarantee exists that nuclear weapon accidents mvolvmg radiolog- 
ical contamination will not occur m the future. Thus, to facilitate a 
prompt and coordinated response, emergency planning for this type of 
disaster should be coordinated among federal, state, and local agencies, 
as it IS for other types of natural and man-made disasters. State and 
local emergency preparedness officials desire more communication. The 
need for this coordination has been confirmed by the results of a recent 
national nuclear weapon accident response exercise. 

Since the release of radioactive material from a nuclear weapon accident 
could be instantaneous and possibly spread to pubhc areas, emergency 
planning must be m place before an accident occurs. Also, since state 
and local authorities are primarily responsible for public safety, this 
plannmg should be fully coordinated among all parties that may be 
called on to respond to such emergencies. To be prepared to make 
proper response decisions on actions to protect the pubhc in the event of 
an accident, state and local emergency preparedness officials should 
have sufficient knowledge of such subjects as the nature and extent of 
radiological hazards, appropriate protective measures, and service acci- 
dent response procedures and capabilities 

Air Force mstallations have accomplished this coordmation in much the 
same way they have for other disasters-by sharmg unclassified emer- 
gency planning information with state and local officials and allowing 
them to participate m response exercises 
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While Army and Navy installations also coordinate response planning 
for other types of disasters with states and localities, they do not do so 
with respect to planning for nuclear weapon accidents They contend 
that to do so would violate DOD security pohcy. We recognize that plan- 
ning coordination for Navy and Army nuclear weapon storage sites can 
only be done on a classified basis with properly cleared officials. IIow- 
ever, we believe the Navy can coordmate plans with state and local offi- 
cials on an unclassified basis where homeports accommodate nuclear- 
capable ships because the identity of such ships is unclassified. More- 
over, Army mstallations are taking actions to mvolve state and local 
officials m preparedness planning and exercises on a classified basis. 

Recommendations We recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct the Secretary of the 
Navy to ensure that officials at its homeports for nuclear-capable ships 
allow the opportumty for state and local authorities to coordinate emer- 
gency plans for nuclear weapon accidents by 

l sharing unclassified planning information regarding such factors as (1) 
the potential hazards associated with such accidents, (2) accident notifi- 
cation policies and procedures, (3) DOD response capabihties, and (4) 
procedures for requesting assistance and 

. allowing for state and local participation m installation response 
exercises , L.. 

kgency Comrnents and In its comments on a draft of this report, DOD agreed that the military 

Our Evaluation 
services differ m the extent they involve states and localities m emer- 
gency planning for nuclear weapon accidents and that Army and Navy 
installations participate less than Au- Force bases DOD stated that the 
draft report implied An- Force mstallations coordinate with state and L 

local governments outside their vicmity, which is not the case The 
report was clarified. 

DoD agreed that more coordmation is achievable without violating DUD 

security policy. It stated that the Army and Navy are properly intcr- 
preting the DOD and DOE nuclear weapon classification guide by ensuring 
that participation in nuclear weapon emergency preparedness planning 
at storage sites be done on a classified basis DOD stated that, m accor- 
dance with the guide, the identity of such mstallatlons as nuclear 
weapon storage sites is classified information It also stated that 
although it IS possible to coordinate planning with uncleared officials at 
bases and homeports that can accommodate nuclear-capable planes and 
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by security classification guidelines and the ability of the local govern- 
mental agencies to participate. The report stated that although the DOD 

policy of neither confirming nor denying the presence or absence of 
nuclear weapons constrains accident planning, there is a need for mter- 
action between the military services and state and local governments To 
enhance nuclear weapon accident coordmation, military installation 
commanders must be provided clear guidance and assistance to enable 
them to plan effectively with their civihan counterparts. 

Military and Civil 
-- 

Military installations are coordinating their emergency plannmg for dis- 

Authorities Coordinate 
asters other than nuclear weapon accidents with state and local authori- 
t ies. The mihtary installations and the state and local agencies we 

Planning for Other visited had developed detailed plans for respondmg to natural and man- 

Disasters made disasters such as fires, floods, earthquakes, accidents mvolvmg 
hazardous material, and radiological emergencies other than those 
mvolvmg nuclear weapons. Most of these plans contained common pro- 
visions indicating a mutual understandmg of roles and responsiblhtles, 
such as procedures and detailed call lists for notifying appropriate agen- 
cies and requestmg assistance m responding to such emergencies. In 
addition, many of the military installations had entered mto mutual dis- 
aster assistance agreements (written and unwritten) with state and local 
government emergency preparedness organizations For example, some 
of these agreements covered such services as fire and pohce assistance 

Coordination We discussed the pohcy to neither confirm nor deny the presence or 

Achievable Without 
absence of nuclear weapons with DOD, Navy, and Army officials They 
did not beheve nuclear-capable Navy and Army installations can coordi- 

Violating DOD Security nate their planmng for nuclear weapon accidents with state and local Y 

Policy officials without violating the pohcy Navy officials stated, for example, 
that the fact that a naval weapon station is nuclear capable is classified 
even if the presence of nuclear weapons 1s not revealed. Also, Army offi- 
cials stated that due to the small number of Army mstallations currently 
capable of handlmg and storing nuclear weapons, all Army installations 
would need to be considered nuclear capable m order not to reveal the 
presence of weapons at any one installation 

The Joint DOD and DOE Nuclear Weapon Classification Guide states that 
the capability to store or handle nuclear weapons at any U.S. military 
mstallatlon and the identification and location of specific nuclear- 
capable units are unclassified when the presence of nuclear weapons is 
not revealed However, identification of any installation as a nuclear 
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weapon storage site reveals the presence of nuclear weapons and is 
classified. 

IUD told us that the Army and Navy properly interpreted the Jomt DOI) 
and DOE classification guidance by ensuring that installations participate 
with state and local governments m emergency preparedness planning 
for nuclear weapon accidents on a classified basis. DOD stated that in 
accordance with the classification guide, the identlficatlon of any spc- 
c~fic mstallatmn (weapon station, base, fort, etc.) within the IJmted 
States or its territories as a nuclear weapon storage site is classified at 
the confidential, formerly restricted data level, regardless of whether or 
not the presence of nuclear weapons is revealed DOD further stated that 
although it is possible to conduct nuclear weapon emergency preparcd- 
ncss planning with uncleared officials at locations where a nuclear- 
capable unit might visit (Air Force base, Navy homeports), it is not pos- 
sible to conduct similar plannmg at an unclassified level at a “weapon 
storage site ” 

We recognize that the identification of Navy and Army nuclear weapon 
storage sites is classified mformation. We also recognize that the Army 
IS unique since it has a small number of mstallations capable of storing 
and handling nuclear weapons; thus, to coordinate planning on an 
unclassified basis could inadvertently compromise security Also, the 
Army has undertaken an mitiative to obtain national security clearances 
for those state and local emergency preparedness officials associated 
with then- mstallatmns to allow discussions on nuclear weapon accidents 
and preparedness planning and participation m exercises. 

IIowcvcr, we beheve officials at Navy homeports for nuclear-capable 
ships can mvolvc state and local officials in emergency plannmg for 
nuclear weapon accidents on an unclassified basis without compro- 
rmsmg national security. We believe this would allow an opportumty for 
emergency planning with state and local officials similar to that of Air 
Force bases which accommodate aircraft capable of carrying nuclear 
weapons 

The mterim DOD guidehnes for coordmatmg radiological emergency plan- 
ning with state and local authorities (see ch. 2) represent a positive step 
toward improvmg this coordination While this guidance provides for 
coordination m the above areas with respect to state authorities, it falls 
short with respect to local authorities. The guidance authorizes DOD com- 
ponents to mtcrface with properly cleared senior state officials m coor- 
dinating emergency preparedness planning for nuclear weapon 
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ships, it is not possible to conduct such planning at nuclear weapon 
storage sites. We recognize the distinction between storage sites and 
other types of facilities, such as homeports, and have clarified the 
report. 

bob also noted that its instruction requires mstallations to cooperate, 
within the limits of current guldelmes, with state and local officials 
when exercising the plans. We recognize that requirement in chapter 2 
of this report. Ilowever, as also discussed, the Army and Navy mstalla- 
tions we visited were not coordinating and exercising the plans with 
those officials-citmg security concerns. 

box) said that interim guidance now with the services, expected to be 
published m December 1986, authorizes all M)D components to coordi- 
nate planning for nuclear-related emergencies with properly cleared 
senior state officials. DOD also stated that special radiological prepared- 
ness planning by local officials is not necessary because the timmg 
release characteristics of postulated accidents are such that existing 
local governments’ general purpose emergency response plans suffice. 
They noted that the guidance does not preclude coordinating with local 
authorities on an unclassified level. 

As discussed in this chapter, the interim guidance authorized DOD com- 
ponents to interface emergency preparedness planning for nuclear 
weapon accidents with properly cleared senior state officials, but it does 
not specify a similar need at the local government level. We believe local 
officials, as well as state officials, need to be involved in special radio- 
loglcal preparedness planning. Radioactive material can quickly spread 
beyond an mstallatlon, depending on such factors as the number and 
type of weapons involved, weather, geography, and the proximity to 
nonmihtary arcas. To be prepared to participate m emergency response L 
activities, local officials should have sufficient knowledge about the 
nature of the hazards, protective measures, military response capabih- 
ties, and other available assistance In responding to the draft report, 
IX)D concurred that without coordination there is little assurance that 
decisionmakmg structures will be in place if accidents occur and that 
response capabihtles can mitigate the effects 

LK)D did not concur with the recommendation m the draft report that 
states and localities be allowed to participate with Army and Navy 
mstallations in nuclear weapon accident response exercises. DOD stated 
that existmg mstructions require local military installations to coop- 
erate, within the confines of current security classification guidelines, 
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with state and local offlcrals during radmlogical emergency exercises, 
therefore, no additional direction 1s required. Also, DOD stated that 
although it 1s possible to have state and local participation m some 
nuclear weapon accident response exercises (such as An Force bases 
and Navy homeports) without confnmmg or denying the presence or 
absence of nuclear weapons, rt 1s clearly not possible to do so at all local- 
ities that, have nuclear-capable units (e-g , a nuclear weapon storage 
srte). We agree, but again note that state and local officials were not 
partlclpatmg m such exercrses at the homeports we visited. 

We recognize the concern that ldentlfymg the small number of Army 
mstallatmns capable of handling and maintaining nuclear weapons may 
jeopardize securrty. Also, the Army’s mltrative to discuss accident plans 
with properly cleared officials and its effort to allow participation in 
exercises should enhance preparedness We, therefore, modified the 
report to delete our recommendatron concerning Army activities. 

INK stated rt found the draft report acceptable and agreed with the 
dcsn-ability of coordmatmg basic emergency planning and preparedness 
actlvitms, includmg exercises, with both state and local authorltles 

FEMA did not provide written comments on the draft, however, a FEMA 
official stated that FEMA had no ObJection to the factual contents 
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Request Letter 

- -~----~~- ___I__ - 

. -- ----------- 

SALA BURTON COMMITTEE ON RULES 
3-6 Cl~S’S~Ci cILII*I*II\ 

SELECT COMMIT-TEE ON MINCER 

April 5, 1985 

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher 
Comptroller General of the UnLted States 
General Accounting Office 
441 G Streeet, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Bowsher: 

The Navy has recently announced a polrcy to disperse 
the homeporting of shops at various U.S. port cities. Such 
a policy implies that many shops, some of which will 
undoubtedly be carryrng nuclear weapons or nuclear 
materrals, will routinely be entering and leaving densely 
populated U.S. port crties. 

We are concerned about the safety lmplicatrons of such 
a policy, partrcularly ln the event of an accident lnvolvlng 
nuclear weapons or nuclear mater lals. Such an accident 
could be drsastrous In densely populated areas. As a 
minrmum, we believe well coordrnated emergency planning 
between the Navy ano state and local governments 1s 
essential. 

A study done by GAO in March, 1979, (EMD 78-110), 
concluded that areas around nuclear facrlrties should be 
better protected and better prepared in the event of a 
nuclear accident, The report appeared to be particularly 
crrtlcal of emergency preparedness around Department of 
Defense and Dhpartment of Energy facilities. 

In view of your past work ln this area, we are 
requesting an update of thus study, which focuses on the 
Navy’s radiological emergency preparedness plans wrth 
dffected state and local governments. Among the questrons 
we would lake answered are: 

1) To what extent does the Navy rnclude state and 
local governments in their emergency preparedness 
plans? 

T”,S S,AT,ONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE WITH RECYCLED FIBERS 

Y 
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2) Are the Navy's pollcles and plans consistent with 
other branches of the Defense Department? 

3) Can state and local governments be more involved I 
In the emergency planning process wrthout 
3eopordizing natlonal security? 

We would appreciate hearrng from your staff @t the 
earllest possible convenience. Please contact Michael Moran 
at 225-4965. 

Sala Burton 

11 I Don Edwards 
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Planned Expansion of Homeports for Navy 
Surface Combata& Ships and Aircraft Carkiers 

Location Number and type of combatant ships -.- --.-__- -- _ -~ 
Staten Island, New York 1 battleship 

1 cruiser 
3 destroyers 
2 frtgates (Naval Reserve) 

Corpus Chrtstl, Texas 
- - - -_--~. - -. 

1 battleship 
1 cruiser 
1 destroyer _ _._. - _ -- - ~ 

Pascagdula, M&s~ss~ppt 
-~ ~~~. 

2 destroyers 
2 cruisers 

Mob&, Alabama 2 destroyers 
2 fhgates 

Pensacola, Florida 1 aircraft carher 

San Francisco, California 1 battleshtp 
1 cruiser 
4 frigates (Naval Reserve) 

Pearl Harbor, Hawall 1 cruiser 
3 destroyers 

Long Beach, Californta ~- 4 frigates ~- 

Everett, Washington ~- -- - 1 amcraft carrier 
2 cruisers 
4 destroyers 
2 fhgates 
2 frigates (Naval Reserve) 

Galveston, Texas 2 fhaates 
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Prior GAO Reports 
-- ---___ - ------ 

Areas Around Nuclear 
f-acilities Should Be Better 
Prepared for Radiological 
-&gencles (EMD-7870, 
Mar 3m) 

Eurther Actions Needed to 
E 

&i!~~dn!,d Nuclear 
Power Plants (GAO/RCED- 
84-43, Aug 1, 1984) 

This report discusses how well prepared nuclear activities 
and the areas around them are for a radIological emergency 
The report concluded that most facilities seemed prepared 
to respond to nuclear releases within their boundaries, but 
raised some questions as to whether the public would be 
adequately protected should a release extend outslde the 
facilities’ boundaries Recommendations were made to the 
Departments of Defense and Energy, the Nuclear 
Regulatory CornmIssion, and the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency to increase preparedness for a nuclear 
accident 
This report complemented the 1979 report, concentrating on 
federal, state, and local actions for mitigating the off-site 
consequences of a nuclear power plant accident DOD 
actlvlties were not Included in this work The report 
concluded that progress had been made In developing a 
federal plan for responding to all radtologlcal emergencies 
but the plan did not address all concerns for centralized 
federal control and coordlnatlon Several recommendations 
were made to Improve preparedness for a nuclear power 
plant accident -- 

Observations on Navy Nuclear This report discusses the Tomahawk land attack misslIe 
Weapons Safeguards and 
NucleZ%$%n Accident 

nuclear safeguards, nuclear weapon accidents and 

Emergency Plannln (GAO/ 
incidents, radiological hazards, and accident response Also, 

mDr85rlm 3 
It contains lImited InformatIon on emergency preparedness 

9, 1985) planning The report does not contain recommendations 

Evaluation of Nuclear 
Weapons Transportation 

This report IS classified and consists of an evaluation of the 

-g--ED- 
adequacy of DOD and DOE programs to safeguard the 

@?i- Nov 1,1984) 
transportation of nuclear weapons and the materials used to 
manufacture nuclear weapons This review Included air, sea, 
and ground transportation between DOE and DOD sites _____-- .-- -- ----- 

cperatlon Crossroads This report discusses radiation exposure received by military 
Personnel Radiation Exposure personnel and clvlhan scientists who evaluated the damage 
Estimates Should Be done to and the radiation intensities on target ships dunng 
Improved (GAO/RCED-86-15, 
Novm) 

Operation Crossroads, an atmospheric nuclear weapons 
test in 1946 It includes a discussion of alpha, beta, and 
gamma radiation, the effects they have on the body, and 
protective measures required 

Navy Ships Information on -- This report contains Information on the Navy’s basis for 
Benefits and Costs of Increasing the number of homeports and the scope and cost 
Establishing New Homepor& 
\$ig/NSIAD-86-146, June 

of developing the new homeports versus costs of 
homeporting the ships in existing homeports 
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kc;; and Methodology 
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Information on the hazards of nuclear weapon accidents was obtained 
from DOD, DOE, and the independent scientific community. The availa- 
bility of accident response resources within these two agencies, FEMA, 

and state and local governments was reviewed, as were emergency plans 
of the three mihtary services. As part of this effort, we assessed the 
extent to which the military mstallations we visited had coordinated 
emergency planning for nuclear weapon accidents with state and local 
authorities. 

We visited the Washington, D.C., headquarters offices of FEMA, DOE, WD, 

Army, Navy, and Air Force. We also visited two FEMA regional offices, 
several military activities and local government offices m four states, 
and state government offices in three of the same states. In addition, we 
visited nuclear-capable ships homeported on the east and west coasts of 
the United States. (See table IV. 1.) 

Table IV.1 Number and Type oi 
Actlvitles Visited HQS Major Field 

activities commands installations Total .- - --_- -------__~.___ --- 
DOD 3 . . 3 --- _.----- -- ______-_ --_- - --_-_ ---- --- .--. 
Navy 1 3 12a 16 

Air Force 1 2 4 7 ~-_-.-_-- _ -__ _--~-- 
Army 1 1 1 3 _. ~ --- -~--- __---- 
DOE 1 . lb 2 ._ _ _- .------- ___----- -__- ----- __ - --- -___---- -- 
FEMA 1 . 2 3 -- ___-- -- --- -- -_____._______ --_._---- --.-_ 
State government . a . 3 _.___ ---_- --- 
Local government _ - _______ --- -..---- ____-- 
Total 

. . . 13 -_- ___--.----.~.-.-- 
50 

%cludes two ships 

bLawrence Ltverrnore Natlonal Laboratory 

Navy ships and field activities chosen for these visits were selected 
because they had nuclear capability potential, thus they could be used 
as indices to project how the Navy will mvolve state and local authori- 
ties in emergency planning for the new homeports. Army and Air Force 
sites having nuclear capability were chosen to provide a comparison for 
the Navy’s emergency planning practices. The various agency headquar- 
ters, major commands, and state and local government activities were 
selected for their prmcipal roles and responsibilities m the nuclear 
weapons program, including emergency planning for and response to a 
nuclear weapon accident. 
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_______ - - -II_- -I__ - 
In deference to the national defense policy to neither confirm nor deny 
the presence of nuclear weapons at any specific DOD location, we have 
not listed the field sites visited-specific military activities, ships, and 
local governments-in this report. 

At DOD and service headquarters, officials briefed us on their roles, 
responsibilities, and practices concerning nuclear weapon accidents, 
emergency planning, and accident response. Also, at these offices WC 
obtained information on applicable policies, practices, procedures, and 
other guidance concerning the hazards of nuclear weapon accidents and 
emergency planmng for and response to such accidents. Responsible 
managers at these offices were mterviewed concerning these topics and 
interaction with state and local governments. In addition, DOD headquar- 
ters officials provided us accident statistics for the entire Department 
from 1950 through 1985; naval headquarters gave us information on 
nuclear-weapon incidents Navy-wide for the years 1965 through 1985. 

At the maJor commands, we obtained the emergency planning and 
response guidance provided to field units, including information on the 
hazards resulting from nuclear weapon accidents We questioned 
responsible management officials concernmg these hazards, emergency 
planning (especially mteraction with state and local governments), and 
accident response. Other mformation acquired at these sites included (1) 
the results of various inspections to ensure the quality of the nuclear 
weapons program and the ability of units to respond effectively to an 
accident, (2) records and documents of nuclear weapon accident exer- 
cises, and (3) available cooperative agreements between installations 
and state/local governments regarding such accidents 

Prom the selected military field mstallations, we obtained the local gmd- 
ante for emergency planning, accident response, and mteraction with 
state/local authorities. At those sites and the two Navy ships, we mter- 
viewed responsible officials regarding these topics and the hazards of 
such accidents. Installation and ship plans for radiological emergencies 
(and for other manmade and natural disasters at some installations) 
were reviewed also, and we tested their accident response capabilities 
by selectively inventorying equipment and verifying the avallabihty of 
personnel to response teams. 

At DOE and FEMA activities, officials briefed us on the agencies’ roles and 
responsrbilities m preparing for and responding to a nuclear weapon 
accident In addition, at DOE we gathered information on safety features 
of certain nuclear weapons and officrals’ views of the hazards arising 
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from such an accident, and reviewed DOE accident response capabilities, 
mcludmg its Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability system. At FEMA 
activities we obtained their pohcles and procedures regarding disaster 
response (including nuclear accidents) and interviewed responsible offi- 
cials concerning emergency planning, accident response, and mteraction 
with military, state, and local officials 

At the state and local government offices, we obtained emergency plan- 
ning policies and procedures, selectively reviewed plans for natural and 
man-made disasters, and examined plans prepared for nuclear weapon 
accidents. Responsible officials were interviewed regarding the hazards 
of a nuclear weapon accident, emergency planning, accident response, 
and mteraction with military officials We tested response capability by 
selectively inventorying equipment, verifying the availability of 
response personnel, and observing these offices’ emergency command 
centers, 

To obtain independent views on nuclear weapon hazards, we consulted 
scientific reports prepared by the World Health Organization (Geneva, 
Switzerland) and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Devel- 
opment (Paris, France) on the health dangers from plutomum. In addi- 
tion, we discussed such hazards with scientists from the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission and the Environmental Protection Agency. 

Our analysis of all the information obtamed during this review included 
the followmg comparisons. 

l The views of DOD, the services, DOE, state and local officials, and mde- 
pendent scientists concerning the hazards arising from nuclear weapon 
accidents. 

l Army, Navy, and An Force policies and practices for emergency plan- 
ning and related interaction with state and local officials. 

l The various types of emergency plans (general disasters, radiological 
emergencies, hazardous materials, and nuclear weapon accidents) at the 
military activities and at state and local governments. This comparison 
assessed the commonality of planning elements and their specific apph- 
cation to nuclear weapon accidents. 

. The personnel and equipment of some units with the response 
requu-ements. 

In addition, we ascertained the actions DOD and the services have taken 
since 1979 to improve emergency planning for and responsiveness to a 
nuclear weapon accident 
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Nuclear Weapon Accident Risks to Public 
Health and Safety 

-- 
DOE studies show that extensive safety precautions have made the 
probability of an inadvertent nuclear weapon detonation vu-tually non- 
existent. The IJmted States has never had an accidental nuclear weapon 
detonation 

Given the extremely low probability of an inadvertent nuclear weapon 
detonation, DOD and DOE regard the most serious hazard of a nuclear 
weapon accident to be the detonation of a weapon’s HE and the break-up 
and release of plutonium. 

l!bzards of Kuclear- 
Weapon High 
Rxplosives 

The potential hazards associated with the HE used in nuclear weapons 
are similar to those that can result from accidents involving conven- 
tional weapons. If a nuclear weapon were subjected to a sufficiently 
intense impact, one or more explosions could result that could scatter 
unstable HE fragments over an area up to about 2,000 feet in radius. If 
the weapon were subjected to fire, the HE could (1) detonate, (2) melt, 
flow out of the weapon, and solidify into a volatile substance, or (3) 
burn, producing toxic gases and residue. 

According to DOE and DOD, more recent weapons contain a new, “insensi- 
tive” type of HE that is more resistant to accidental detonation. DOD offl- 
cials stated and DOE documents showed that some older weapon types 
are being phased out or are being fitted with this new explosive. 

lb* 

Hazards of Nuclear- Alpha radiation is emitted by plutomum. It is different from beta and 

Weapon Plutonium 
gamma radiation created by nuclear reactions. Unlike beta and gamma 
radiation, which can penetrate the skin, alpha radiation is incapable of 
penetrating clothing or the outer layer of unbroken skin. Alpha particles 
are difficult to detect and radiate one or two inches in air, but their * 
effects last for years Experts in DOD, DOE, and the scientific community1 
agree that alpha particles normally must be inhaled, ingested, or 
absorbed m the bloodstream through an open wound m order to cause 
physical harm. These particles are a primary hazard when absorbed this 
way. Once inside, alpha particles are distributed by the body in a 
manner similar to that of calcium. They are carried to the bones, liver, 
kidneys, and other parts of the body and deposited in the bones. These 
alpha deposits bombard the tissue surrounding them, causing irritation 

‘These sources include reports by the World Health Orgamzatlon, the Nuclear Energy Agency-a 
subcomponent of the Organlsatlon for Econonuc Co-operation and Development (Pans, France)--and 
dIscussions with a xmor health physlclst with the Nuclear Regulatory Comnusslon, and a radio blolo- 
girt with the Environmental Protection Agency 
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that is not given an opportunity to heal and thus may lead to 
malignancy. 

According to IX)D and LXHS, people in areas exposed to alpha radiation 
released by a nuclear weapon accident can mmlmize their exposure by 
withdrawing indoors behind closed windows and shutting down air cir- 
culation systems. Because it has a very long life and to the extent it 
causes a health hazard, released plutomum must be recovered. 

In most accidents, UOD and DOE expect that the more harmful amounts of 
radiological contammation will be confined to a relatively small area m 
close proximity to the accident scene and thus they could potentially 
endanger a small number of the population. This belief is based m part 
on the lead-like weight of plutomum, which limits dispersal, and on the 
extreme force required to break open the warhead. In those cases where 
plutonium particles are widely dispersed by detonation of a weapon’s HIS 
or are transformed to aerosol during a fire, the area of exposure would 
be greater. However, due to this weight, the amount of plutonium dis- 
persed is expected to lessen as the distance from the accident site 
increases. According to DOI) and DOE: studies, the greatest danger to the 
public from plutomum would be mhalation of aerosohzed particles 
during passage of a cloud created by fire or III”, detonation, though the 
chances of this happenmg is low. 

r-‘lutonium Dispersal 
-____--- 

With the aid of DOE'S Atmospheric Release Advisory Capabihty (AM:) 
system, plutonmm dispersal proJections can be provided to response 
teams within an hour or so after a nuclear weapon accident occurs The 
AIUC system is located at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, near 
San Francisco, California, and it consists of a computerized dispersion 
model, data bases of such mformation as the topography of geographic * 
areas serviced by the system, and the nature and extent of contaminants 
associated with each type of weapon The system has immediate access 
to current weather data for certain geographic areas through a network 
of weather towers and automated communication equipment at DOI) and 
DOE facilities. For accident sites outside this network, the system can be 
used by telephonmg the needed data to the laboratory 

Two types of proJections are provided by this system. One proJection, 
the dispersal of au-borne contammants (see fig. V. l), is provided to the 
commander at the accident scene to use, if necessary, as a basis for rec- 
ommending measures to protect the public DOD and IXH: officials believe 
the au-borne contaminants present the primary health risk The other 
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__ __--_ ---_--_II- _-_ 
projection, which shows the dispersal of ground level deposits, is pro- 
vided to the commander as a basis for determining where to survey for 
actual contamination measurements. The dispersal pattern for ground 
level deposits is similar to that for airborne contaminants. 

_” I_ __ __ __ -..--- -_-- 
Figure V.l: Airborne Plutonium Dispersal Projection: Multlple Weapons, High Explosives Detonation, Stable Meterological 
Conditions 

--. __-- _____ -___ _ “--_ - -- 

4 10 Km. 

4 30,000 Ft. 

_ -_-- ---__-__ ---.-- 

“This level represents the dose (whole body equivalent) accumulated over a 30 year pcnod from 
particles held in the body This column represents action levels set by DOE Lung dose IS a term 
denoting the quantity of radlatlon energy absorbed by the lungs and equates to four tlrn6,s the whole 
body dose 

“lnternat~onal Commlsston on Radtologlcal Protectlon standards expressed In annual whole body do’;c’ 
oqulvalents 

’ A NM 15 a unit of measurement that expresses the bIologIcal effects of radlatlon 

Source Department of Energy 

According to DOE and DOD officials, ARAC proJections should not be used 
as a representation of actual dispersal of plutomum from a nuclear 
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weapon accident because of inherent limitations. They stated, for 
example, the proJections assume that all available plutomum is aerosol- 
izcd when a weapon’s IIE detonates and that 20 percent of it is m respir- 
able size particles (10 microns or less). Accordmg to these officials, 
however, the percentages of plutonmm dispersed have been smaller m 
tests and actual accidents Also, according to DOE officials, the whole 
body dose equivalents given m this proJection represent expected 
mhalation (i e., assuming a person without protection and breathing at a 
normal rate, remains within the area covered by the plutonium cloud 
until it passes). Further, the proJection m this example (fig. V.I.) covers 
7 hours from the time of the accident and assumes the calm meteorolog- 
ical conditions at the tune of the accident remain stable for the 7-hour 
period. These officials state, for example, that increases m wmd speed 
would tend to disperse the material over a wider area, thus lowering 
concentration levels Moreover, the statistical confidence level in the 
model used for the proJections is low. For example, according to DOE, m 
rollmg terram the actual dispersal of material could range from one-half 
to two times that shown in the above example. Consequently, ARAC pro- 
Jections are useful not as factual dispersal patterns, but as tools for 
response forces to use when deciding courses of action to protect people 
and property and determmmg potential areas of contammation 

What Is the 
- - --. --_. .-- __ .--_ - .--__ -- ___---__ 

According to WI) documents, during its several decades of nuclear 

(bwmrnent’s Accident 
weapons expcriencc, the IJmted States has had 32 nuclear weapon acci- 
d en t s, none of which involved inadvertent nuclear detonations. As of 

Record? ~January 1986, 10 accidents had released radiological material in the 
nnmcdiatc vicnutics of the accidents and two others had resulted in a 
broader dispersal from the accident site 

Most, of those accidents mvolved weapons systems no longer in ~X)D 
mvcntory and occurred durmg An- Force nuclear au-borne alert flights. 
The two most serious radiological releases occurred m Palomares, Spain, 
m 1966 and in Thule, Greenland, in 1968 The Air Force discontmued 
these airborne alert flights after the Thule accident, and since that time 
only one other accident has occurred That accident took place m 1980 
when an Air Force Titan II missile exploded in an Arkansas silo. Though 
cxposod to an explosion, the reentry vehicle containing a nuclear war- 
head was recovered intact and no radiological material was released 

The Navy has oxpericnced three nuclear weapon accidents; none 
relcascd radioactive material, resulted in severe weapon damage, or 
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occurred on ships in port, or endangered clvlllan population or property. 
The Army has not experienced a nuclear weapon accident. 

‘l’hcre arc lesser events that do not qualify as nuclear weapon accidents 
Known as nuclear weapon incidents, these less significant mishaps 
involve nuclear weapons, test training weapons, dummy bomb units, 
nuclear weapon faclhtles, components, or associated test and handling 
equipment. Rctwecn January 1965 and December 1985, the Navy 
rcportc~d 630 such incidents, of which 266 mvolved a nuclear weapon. 
Of the latter, 66 occurred on Navy ships while in port, but none involved 
damage to nuclear components No incident resulted from a ship 
collision. 

What Safety Xeasures Accordmg to IKW and rK)E:, credit for the II S. nuclear safety record lies 

Are in Place for 
with their aggressive application of preventive and safety measures 
Hecause of the polltlcal and military importance of nuclear weapons, 

S dear Weapons? their destructive power, and the consequences of a serious accident, DOD 
has tried to ensure that its nuclear weapons are protected from the 
hazards of then- environment To make its operations as safe as possible, 
IK)D insists upon stringent safety standards, features, and procedures for 
weapon design and handling It also admmlsters a continuous program 
of safety. Safety procedures are reevaluated whenever changes are 
made and are pcrlodlcally reviewed as operational experience is gamed. 
In addition, nuclear weapon personnel are chosen and monitored 
through a strict rellablllty assurance program. Moreover, DOD units must 
demonstrate then- adherence to safety procedures periodically to obtain 
and keep their authonzatlon to handle specific nuclear weapons Should 
an mspectlon fmd any deflclency that would bar authorization, the defi- 
clency may be corrected on the spot . 

Sm-mary According to WI) and DOE:, safety precautions in weapon design, han- 
dlmg, storage, and maintenance have caused the likelihood of the worst 
potential hazard-a nuclear detonation-to be vu-tually nonexistent. In 
addiLlon, frequent safety studies and inspections provide added safety 
assurances Therefore, officials believe the most probable health and 
saf(%y hazards from a nuclear weapon accident are the detonation of 
conventional explosives and the release of plutonium particles that emit 
alpha radiation, presenting a health hazard if inhaled, ingested, or 
absorbed mto the blood stream through a break m the skin. In the event 
of an accident, there IS some potential for alpha radiation contamination 
to sprfbad mto populated areas, but this 1s largely dependent on the 
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amount of aerosohzed plutomum, wind direction and speed, and the 
proximity of the accident site to populated areas 

* 
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The prevention of accidents is paramount in DOD and DOE nuclear 
weapon programs, and both agencies recognize the continual need to 
maintain a prompt accident reporting system and effective accident 
response capabilities. Accident response teams and equipment mam- 
tamed within DOD and DOE are available to the services and to state and 
local officials m the event of a nuclear weapon accident. Response 
resources are also available, to a lesser extent, at most of the state and 
local governments we visited 

Inspections and accident drills are conducted periodically to ensure the 
adequacy and proficiency of DOD response resources. DOD and DOE con- 
duct national nuclear weapon accident exercises periodically to coordi- 
nate responses by federal, state, and local governments. 

Accident Reporting 
__- ----- 

Should a nuclear weapon accident occur, the lowest military command 
having knowledge of the accident and able to relay information to the 
National Mihtary Command Center (NMCC) is required to make an acci- 
dent, report. If an accident occurs off base or off ship, local public safety 
officials or a private citizen may initiate the report by calling a military 
activity or another authority. Military activities must report immedi- 
ately by voice, followed with a message. Subsequent reports must be 
submitted as additional mformation becomes known. 

non umts provide voice reports to their military command centers, as 
well as NMCC. Upon receipt of an accident report, these centers mobilize 
the regional and service response forces. NMCC, which is staffed 24 hours 
a day, alerts the White House, the Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinatmg 
Center, FEMA, and other designated federal agencies. In addition, it 
assembles its Nuclear Accident/Incident Reporting team (consisting of 
representatives of these agencies) to coordinate any assistance needed 

* 

at the accident site. 

noi) designates an On-Scene Commander to command the rescue efforts 
at the accident site. Upon arrival, the commander supervises all federal 
operations at the scene and coordinates assistance with the senior FEMA 
official who coordinates with other federal agencies for assistance The 
commander’s responsibilities include securing any weapons mvolved in 
the accident; coordmatmg with FEMA and federal, state, and local 
authorities; and assessing public health and safety hazards. 

l+:MA alerts its regional office having responsibility for the geographical 
arca in which the accident occurs According to FEMA plans, regional 
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officials are responsible for notrfying state emergency preparedness 
officials. 

Considerable Response 
Resources Are 
Maintained Within 
DOD 

Within DOD the resources necessary to respond to a nuclear weapon acci- 
dent are organized into initial, regional, and service forces Although the 
drstribution and composition of these forces vary somewhat among the 
services, these forces are required to include personnel equipped and 
trained to immediately respond to an accident and to 

secure the accident area; 
evacuate iryured persons; 
suppress fires; 
dispose of explosives; 
recover weapons, components, and classified material; 
monitor for radiological hazards; 
decontaminate property and people; 
restore the sites; and 
provide medical, legal, and public affairs services 

The initial response force works to stabilize conditrons at the accident 
scene pending arrival of the regional response force, which absorbs the 
capabllitles of the initial force and takes control of response actions at 
the accident site. Likewise, the service response force, upon its arrival, 
absorbs the regional response force’s capabilities and takes full com- 
mand of all operations at the site. 

__.-- _.._ I - -_I~ 

Initial Response Forces Every nuclear-capable umt is required to designate an initial force 
capable of responding immediately to a nuclear weapon accident. This 
requu-ement is met differently by each service, depending on the poten- 
tial or actual presence of a nuclear weapon. The Navy requires each 
nuclear-capable ship and shore facility to maintain a force that will pro- 
vide the first response to an accident. Similarly, the Air Force, recog- 
mzmg that nuclear-capable aircraft could land at any of its bases, 
requires every base to have an initial response force whose range of 
rcsponslbihty lies within base grounds. The Army requires units that 
have custody of nuclear weapons- a relatively small number of loca- 
tions-to maintain an imtlal response force. At one location visited, this 
force may respond to an accident within 15 miles of the base. 
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Regional Response Force The Navy and Air Force mamtam strategically located regional response 
forces that will move on short notice to the scene of a nuclear weapon 
accident The Navy has positioned regional response forces at six 
Atlantic Fleet shore installations and at six Pacific Fleet mstallations. 
The Air Force has placed regional response forces at 10 bases of the 
Strategic Air Command. These forces in both services have general geo- 
graphic areas of responsibility. Officials said that the Army does not 
maintain regional response forces, as it has so few nuclear weapon sites. 

” “-, _” _ __ - --_--_-- ___-- 

Sertvicc Response Forces 
-- 

Each service has one or more service response force that are manned 
and equipped to perform accident response tasks and to coordinate all 
actions at the scene needed to control and recover from an accident The 
Navy has two service response forces in its Atlantic Fleet, one serving 
the northeastern United States and one serving the southeastern United 
States, The Navy’s Pacific Fleet has three service response forces 
serving the northwestern and southwestern United States and the 
Pacific area If conditions at the scene warrant, all or part of the 
resources available to each of these forces can be marshalled into a 
single service response force. The An Force has a service response force 
located within the SAC, and the Army has a force within its Material 
Command. 

Special Response 
Capabilities 

In addition to the forces Just described, the services have special teams 
and equipment that can be provided to the response forces. For 
example: 

. The Au- Force Radiation Assessment Team, consisting of health physi- 
crsts and technicians and air-transportable equipment located at the Air 
Force Occupational and Environmental Health Laboratory, can respond * 

to radiological accidents worldwide. 
. The Radiological Advisory Medical Team, composed of specialists at 

Walter Reed Army Medical Center, can advise and assist the On-Scene 
Commander regarding radiological health hazards and radiation expo- 
sure levels. 

l The Radiological Control Team, a special Army group, can perform 
detailed radiological surveys and advise a response force on the control 
and disposal of radioactive material. 

l The Air Transportable Radiac Package, consisting of radialogical mea- 
surmg equipment, spare parts, and technicians maintained m an alert 
status by the Air Force Logistics Command, can be airhfted to the scene 
of a nuclear weapon accident. 
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DOD Response Capabilities L)OI) tests its nuclear weapon accident response teams’ capabihties by 
Are Tested Periodically periodic inspections and exercises Each service conducts technical 

inspections to ensure that nuclear-capable units can safely and effec- 
tively perform their nuclear weapon missions An inspection includes a 
test of the response team’s ability to respond to a nuclear weapon acci- 
dent by such means as assessing the adequacy of team training and 
equipment. During our visits to nuclear-capable units, we also made llm- 
ited tests by checking the availability of resources and found that dcsig- 
nated resources-personnel and equipment-were on hand. 

In addition to the inspections, the services periodically conduct exercises 
to tram and test the abilities of response forces to meet actual emergen- 
cies Each service, for example, requires its nuclear-capable units to fre- 
quently conduct accident drills. According to internal documents, Army 
and An Force units conducted the required drills. Navy officials stated 
that drills were generally not documented, but that they were conducted 
as required 

Moreover, non has tested response capability through several national 
exercises in which federal, state, and local officials have participated. 
The first instance was a field exercise m 1979, as of fiscal year 1985, 
DOL) had conducted four more such tests Two were field exercises that 
mvolved the deployment of resources and some state and local partici- 
pation and two were command-post exercises According to IX)I) officials, 
exercises of these types are part of an ongoing program scheduled 
through fiscal year 1990. Some state and local government mvolvement 
is expected throughout the program 

DOE Maintains 
Accident Response 
Resources 

LX)IC mamtams an accident response group to deal with nuclear weapon 
accidents. This group pools the talents of about 400 scientists, weapons * 
experts, health physicists, and other technical specialists, as well as 
sophisticated equipment, located at various DOE contractors and labora- 
tories. According to DOE, these resources can be mobilized on short notice 
to provide scientific advice on radiological hazards and response and to 
assist with monitoring, decontamination, and disposal Other resources 
available to this group include DCW’S (1) Nuclear Emergency Search 
Team, which can conduct airborne radiological surveys and perform 
radiological analysis and decontammation at an accident site and (2) 
Radiological Assistance Teams, located throughout the country, which 
can assist m nuclear weapon accidents 
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To help response forces rapidly determine the likely dispersal of radio- 
logical contaminants from a nuclear weapon accident, DOE maintains a 
computerized system known as the Atmospheric Release Advisory 
Capability system. The system can provide response teams proJections 
of likely dispersals of radiological contaminants in the air and on the 
ground at an accident site. Appendix V provides further mformation on 
this system. 

Local and State 
Response Capabilities 

a nuclear weapon accident, but expect to rely on military or other fed- 
eral assistance to determme the hazardous conditions at a nuclear 
weapon accident site and to clean up afterward. If an accident should 
occur outside a military installation, localities can respond much as they 
would to any disaster-that is, with police, fire, and ambulance 
services. 

Generally, local and state emergency offices visited had emergency com- 
mand centers for use when respondmg to disasters, including nuclear 
weapon accidents. Some had equipment that could detect radiation from 
a nuclear weapon accident, though the equipment had usually been 
obtained for civil defense programs or for use at power plant accident 
sites. For example, one local government had equipment that could mon- 
itor alpha radiation and that could be used to determine whether 
ground-level radiation were present in a nuclear weapon accident. Also, 
one state had alpha-momtormg equipment on a van that can be moved 
to the site of any nuclear accident. 

Summary Both DOD and DOE recognize the need to maintam the ability to report 
and respond promptly to a nuclear weapon accident. Current procedures 1 

and resources provide for immediate report of an accident to higher 
authorities and the rapid mobilization of all needed federal response 
forces. 

Response forces with varying levels of capability are required at stra- 
tegic locations withm the Navy, Army, and Au- E’orce. At the locations 
we visited, we found such forces in place. DOD policies require these 
forces to be tested frequently. Also, our limited tests at selected sites 
indicate that designated resources were on hand. Moreover, the services 
have special teams and equipment that can be dispatched to an accident 
site as needed. 
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DDE also has considerable capability to respond worldwide to a nuclear 
weapon accident According to DOE, about 400 special personnel can be 
moblhzed on short notice to help respond to an accident. Also, special 
equipment 1s available to conduct airborne radiological surveys, radlo- 
logical analysis and decontammatlon, and diagnostic work. And, EKE’S 
Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability system can rapidly estimate 
dispersal patterns for radiological contaminants released durmg an 
accident 

States and localities that we visited had limited ablhtles to respond to a 
nuclear weapon accident. They expected to rely on the mrhtary and 
other federal agencies should a nuclear weapon accident occur in their 
areas. 
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON DC 20301 3010 

10 SEP 1986 

Mr Frank C. Conahan 
DIrector, NatIonal Security and 

International ilffalrs Dlvlslon 
US General Account tng Off Ice 
WashIngton, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Conahan 

This IS the Department of Defense (DOD) response to the 
General Accounting Offlce (GAO) draft report entltled “NUCLEAR 
WEAPONS Fmergency Planning For Acctdents Can Be Better 
Coordinated With States And Localltles,” dated July 7, 1986 
(GAO code 394097/OSD case 7059). 

With the exceptlon of the recommendation that dIrectIon be 
ykven to require State and local authority partlclpatlon In 
speclflc lnstallatlon nuclear weapon acctdent response exer- 
ClSCS ( the DOD generally concurs with the draft report 
Speclflc comments which address the report findIngs and 
recommendations are enclosed. 

SIncerely, 

Donald A Hicks 

fnclosure 

I 
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GAO DRAFT REPORT - DATED JULY 7, 1986 
(GAO CODE 394097) OSD CASE 7059 

I I 
“NUCLEAR WEAPONS. EMERGENCY PLANNING FOR ACCIDENTS CAN BE 

BETTER COORDINATED WITH STATES AND LOCALITIES” 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS 
* * * * * 
FINDINGS 

I 
nowonpp 2, 10, 11,28and37, 

FINDING A: Navy Plans For Homeport Expansions And Addltlons 
zreate Safety Concerns Over Adequacy of Navy’s PlannInE For 
Potential Nuclear Weapon Acctdents. The GAO observed that, as 
the fleet expands to 600 ships, the Navy has announced plans to 
add combdtani shops at exlst;ng homeports and possibly place 
others at new homeports. The GAO reported that these combatant 
shops Include vessels with nuclear-weapon capablllty, a fact 
that has created some safety concerns over the Navy’s plans for 
homeport expansion. The GAO found that emergency planning for 
nuclear weapon acctdents includes provtdlng for prompt 
notlflcatlon of authorltles and dellneatlng those actions to be 
taken lmmedlately to mlnlmlze hazards to the public. The GAO 
concluded that with the expansion of the Navy’s fleet into new 
and exlstlng port areas, planning for potential nuclear weapon 
accidents has become a vital factor, and planning should be 
well coordinated among the Navy, the states and local 
governments beforehand, to ensure that the declslonmaklng 
processes, resources, and response procedures are In place. 
(1). 2, PP. 10-13, p. 46/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD Response: Concur. 

0 I.INDING R: Nuclear Weapon Accident Hazards And Present 
i‘ederal Response Capabllltles. The GAO reported that DOD 
defines a nuclear weapon acctdent as an unexpected event 
lnvolvlng a weapon or nuclear component which will result In 
(1) detonatlcn, (2) radloactlve contamlnatlon, (3) high 
rbxploslves detonation, (4) burning, seizure, theft, or loss of 
a weapon or components, (5) or other public hazard, actual or 
Implied. The GAO observed that the Navy has never had a 
\hlpboartl nuclear weapon accident In port or near clvllian 
populations, nor has It had an accident that released 
radloactlv1ty. The GAO further observed that the Army has 
never had a nuclear weapon acctdent. The GAO found that, 
~icc.ord~ng to the DOD and the Department of Energy (DOE), safety 
prcscautlons In weapon design, handling, storage, and 
rnaInt<>ndrrce have caused the ltkellhood of the worst potential 
h,rzard--a nuclear detonation--to be virtually non-existent. In 
ddd 1 t 1011 , the GAO found that frequent safety studies and 

Enclosure 
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IOW on pp 2, 13 17,37 41 and 49 

InspectIons provide added safety assurances. The GAO reported 
that, according to Do0 offlclals, the most probable health and 
safety hazards from a nuclear weapon accident, therecore, are 
the detonation of conventlonal explosives and the release of 
plutonium particles that emit alpha radlatlon, presenting a 
health hazard If Inhaled, lngest’:d, or absorbed In the blood 
stream through a break In the skin. The GAO concluded that, 
while there 1s some potential for alpha radlatlon contam~natlon 
to spread into populated areas In the event of such a acctdent, 
this 1s largely dependent on the amount of aerosolized 
plutonium, wind dIrection and speed, and the proximity of the 
accident site to populated areas. The GAO further concluded 
that there 1s no guarantee despite the prior safety record that 
nuclear weapon accidents Involving radiological contamlnatlon 
will not occur in the future. 
Drdf t report ) 

(p. 2, p.3, pp. 14-20, p 46/GAO 

Do11 Response. Concur. 

Cl FINDING C* Responsibllit~es For Planning For and 
Responding To Nuclear Weapon Acctdents. The GAO found that In 
the event of a nuclear weapon accident. the Federal Government 
~111 (1) seek to render thk weapon safe from nuclear and 
conventional detonation, (2) recover all classified material, 
and (3) ensure that affected areas are restored to normal use. 
The GAO reported that current procedures and resources provide 
for the immediate reporting of an accident to higher 
authorltles and the rapid mobillzatlon of all needed Federal 
response forces. The GAO further reported that response forces 
are required at strategic locations within the Navy, Army, and 
Air Force. At the locations it visited, the GAO found such 
forces In place and equipped. Moreover, the GAO found that the 
Services have special teams and equipment that can be 
dispatched to an accident site as needed. In addltlon, the GAO 
found that the DOE also has considerable capability to respond 
worldwIde to a nuclear weapon accident, Including special 
equipment to conduct airborne radiological surveys, 
radlologlcal analysts and decontamination, and diagnostic work. 
Also, the DOE Atmospheric Release Advisory Capabll~ty system 
can rapidly estimate dispersal patterns for radiological 
contaminants released during an accident. On the other hdnd, 
the GAO found that the states and localities It visited had 
lirnl ted ability to respond to a nuclear weapon accident. 
According to the GAO, the states and localities expected to 
rely on the Mtlitary and other Federdl agencies The GAO also 
found that, when posstble, dnd when ndtiondl security permits, 
the DOD 15 required to COOperdtC with the Federdl Emergency 
Management Agency (1 LMA) In developing emergency plans wltll 
state and locdl authorities for DOD-fixed facilities where 
radiological dccidents could occur. According to the GAO, 
I-LMA’s primary task5 are to coordinate state and local rcc,ucsts 

2 

Y 
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for I‘cderal asSlstancc and to ensure that responses by Federal, 
state, and local officials are coordinated and mutually 
support lve. FInally, the GAO found that the authority and 
rc$ponslb~llty for public safety rest with state and local 
officials--the governor pr~marlly. To fac~lltate a prompt and 
coordinated response, the GAO concluded that emergency planning 
Car this type of disaster should be coordinated among Federal, 
state and local agencies, as It 1s for other types of natural 
and man-made disasters, The GAO further concluded that unless 
nuclear-capable DOD lnstallatlons coordinate their planning 
with state and local governments, there 1s little assurance 
that these dccislonmaking structures will be In place before an 
acctdent occurs and that response capabilities can be applied 
in an orderly way to mltigatk Its efiects. (p. 3, pp. ‘2b-21, 
P * 32, P. 46, PP 68-78/GAO Draft Report) now on pp 3,18,19,28,3740 

and 55 60 \ . 
@I) Response Concur, The DOD IS required, when possible and 
when national security permits, to cooperate with FEMA in 
dcvelop~ng emergency plans with properly cleared state and 
local dUthOrltleS who have the appropriate lirnlted access 
authorization to coordinate on emergency radiologIcal planning. 

FINDING I): 
&-apon Ac.Lidents, 

Improvement In Emergency Planning For Nuclear 
The GAO reported that in 1979, it ldentifled 

a nrcd for the Military Services to better coordinate their 
emergency planning with state and local governments The GAO 
tound that , slncc’ 1979, the DOD and the Services have taken a 
number of dctlorls to lmprovc emergency planning for nuclear 
weapon dccldenls Ihcse include (1) updating policies, 
guidcllnes, dnd dccldent response plans, (2) establishing a 
ndtlondl nuclear weapon accident exercises program that has 
Included part~c~patlon by state and local officials, and (3) 
drveloping guidance for DOD components to use when developing 
rmcrgc’ncy preparedness plans with states and localities. 
(I’. 3 , PI’ * 24-31/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD Rrsponse Concur . 

nbw on pp 2 and 20-27 

0 FINDING I Military Services Practices Differ. The GAO 
found that the Military Services follow different practices 
rcy,lrdIng tht> extent to which they Involve states and localities 
in emergency planning. The GAO reported that the Air Force 
dctlvltles Loor~lnate planning with states and localltles, while 
tlLe Army dnd the Navy practices generally exclude state and 
local governments. The GAO also found that because the Air 
rorce offlclals maintain that nuclear-capable aircraft may land 
dt dny At r Force base, each base 1s required to coordinate 
closely with state and local emergency preparedness offices to 
develop and exercise nuclear weapon accident plans. In doing 
$0, however, the GAO observed that the Air Force bases neither 
conf Irr: nor deny the presence or absence of nuclear weapons. 
WI th respect to the Navy, the GAO found that emergency plans 
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ntnv on pp 2 and 28-40 

4 

for nuclear weapon accidents were in place for seven of the 10 
Navy installations it visited, and draft plans covering the 
other three had been prepared. The GAO concluded, however, 
that as a matter of security, the Navy installations had not 
coordinated or exercised these plans with state and local 
officials. The GAO reported that the Navy holds that the 
prohibition against either confirmrng or denying the presence 
of nuclear weapons at a specific location precludes, In 
practice, any open communication or planning with state and 
local governments. The GAO further reported that, according to 
Navy officials, entering a mutual support agreement with state 
and local officials concerning nuclear weapon accidents would 
confirm the existence of nuclear weapons at a specific 
location. The GAO also found that, as a rule, Navy 
installations do not exercise emergency plans for nuclear 
weapon accidents with state and local governments. The GAO 
found that Army practices were similar to those at the Navy. 
The Army guidance requires officials of nuclear-capable 
installations to coordinate emergency response procedures with 
local communities that might be affected by an accident or be 
called upon to assist, but such coordination is limited to 
carefully selected local authorities and only in terms of the 
installations’ conventional ammunition misston. (p. 4, pp. 32- 
49, P. 46/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD Response : Partially concur. The report impltes that the 
Air Force interfaces directly with u state and local 
governments concerning emergency preparedness for nuclear 
weapon accidents. This is not the case. It is correct, 
however, that the Army and the Navy generally have less 
participation with state and local authorities than the Air 
Force. This is because the Army and Navy always exclude 
coordination of nuclear emergency planning with uncleared 
officials. The Air Force, by maintaining that nuclear-capable 
aircraft may land at any Air Force base, are able to coordinate 
with uncleared authorities without confirming or denying the 
actual presence of nuclear weapons. 

0 FINDING F: State and Local Emergency Preparedness 
Officials Desire and Needed More Information. The GAO reported 
that state and local disaster preparedness officials with whom 
it visited believed that should a nuclear weapon accident occur 
on a Navy or Army base, they would nerd accurate, timely 
information on the likely hazards to their communities. The 
GAO also observed that some state and local officials believe 
military installations and other federal agencies will respond 
to a nuclear weapon accident and hence emergency planning for 
such accidents have a relatively low priority, whereas other 
state and local officials belleve that unclassified information 
and dialogue on the following topics are essential to 
understand and develop mutually supportive emergency plans: 

c 

I 

* 
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after an acctdent; 

now on pp 3 and 28-40 

5 

- plans and capabllltles for treatment of radiation 
effects; and 

- technical data on potential hazards and applicable 
protective measures. 

Flnally, the GAO reported that local officials believe It would 
atd their understanding to at least observe, If not partlclpate 
In, local unclasslfled Navy and Army emergency response 
exercises regarding nuclear weapon accidents. The GAO observed 
that a national exercise in 1983 (NUWAX 83), which incorporated 
state and local partlclpatlon with the Navy in responding to a 
simulated maJor nuclear weapon accident, affirmed the necessity 
for emergency planning and coordlnatlon between mllltary 
ofticlals and civil authorities. The GAO noted that one 
conclusion from the 1983 exercise was that a prompt, effective, 
coordinated reaction would depend on the degree of planning and 
mutual knowledge of responstbllltles and capabllltles 
established prior to an accident The GAO reported that 
another 1983 exercise conclusion was that military lnstallatlon 
commanders should plan to coordinate or interface with state 
and local officials during radlologlcal accident exercises 
wlthln the llmlts permitted by security classlflcatlon 
guldellnes and the ability of the local governmental agencies 
to participate. The GAO concluded that coordinated planning 
was necessary because of (1) the complexltles of the response 
required, (2) the Inltlal confusion resulting from inadequate 
information flow, (3) the hazards to life, and (4) the threat 
of radloactlve contamlnatlon. The GAO further concluded that 
to enhance nuclear weapon accident coordlnatton, military 
lnstallatlon commanders must be provided clear guidance and 
assistance to enable them to plan effectively with their 
civiltan counterparts (p.4, pp. 32-33, pp 39-42, p.46/GAO 
Draft Report) 

DOD Response Concur, 

0 FINDING G: Coordlnatlon Achievable Wlthout Vlolatlng DOD 
Security Policy. The GAO reported that officials at Navy and 
Army lnstallatrons cited DOD policy to neither confirm nor den) 
the presence or absence of nuclear weapons as the major reason 
for not involving state and local. auttioritles in emergency 
planning for accidents Involving nuclear weapons. The GAO 
found , however, that disclosure that a specific ship or an 
lnstallatlon IS nuclear-capable IS not consrdered classlfled 
informdtion by the DoF and the DOD. The GAO further found 
that, according to a Navy document, the “neither confirm nor 
deny” yol~cy applies to the physical presrnLe of tactlcal 
uucledr weapons, not to the ability of any unit to deliver, 
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1 handle, or maintain nuclear weapons. The GAO also found that 
(1) lnformatlon regardtng the actual presence or absence of 
tactical nuclear weapons IS classlfled, (2) Joint DOD and DOE 
classiflcatlon guidance states that the capablllty to store or 
handle nuclear weapons at any U.S. mll~tary lnstallatlon and 
the ldentlflcatlon and location of speclflc nuclear-capable 

1 units are unclasslfled, when the actual presence of nuclear 
weapons IS not revealed, and (3) ldentlflcatlon of any 
lnstallatlon as an actual nuclear weapon storage site, however, 
reveals the presence of nuclear weapons and IS classlfled. The 
GAO reported that despite the cited DOD and DOE classlflcation 
guidance, Navy officials claimed the fact that a naval weapon 
station IS nuclear-capable IS classlfled, even if the actual 
presence of nuclear weapons 1s not revealed. Also, Army 

1 offlclals stated that due to the small number of Army 
installations currently capable of handling and storing nuclear 
weapons, all Army installations would need to be constdered 

I nuclear-capable in order not to reveal the actual presence of 
weapons at any one installation. The GAO concluded that the 
Navy and Army position on nuclear-capable units is more 

I 

restrictive than the DOD and DOE Joint classlflcatlon gutdance 
allows. The GAO asserted that Military Installations, 
including Navy homeports for nuclear-capable shops, would not 
vlolate policy by acknowledging that they are nuclear-capable 
and, wlthout revealing the presence of nuclear weapons or the 
types Involved, could provide states and localltles 
unclasslfled emergency planning information and the opportunity 
to exercise plans perlodlcally. The GAO noted thclt lnterlrn DOD 
gutdelines for coordinating radiological emergency planning 
with state and local authorltles represents d positive step 
toward achieving this coordination. The GAO observed, however, 
that while this gulddnce provides for some degree of 
coordlnatlon with state authorities, It still falls short of 
doing so wl th local authorities. The GAO concluded that both 

I 

statr and local duthoritics have responstbllltles to protect 
the population should dn accident occur outs tde a mllltdry 
installation, or should the hdZdrdS from an accident on a 
mllltdry InstdlldtIon spread into the local community, 
theref err: , emergency planning al50 should be coordinated with 
locdl dUttlOTltlP5. ‘The CA0 also observed that DOD gutdance 
dor5 not spectf~cally provide Car exercises Involving state dntt 

I 
I 0 c a 1 g 0 v c r n m c’ n t 5 The GAO conclud(,d ttldt these Cxerclses arr 

now on pp 3,4, 28 and 35-40 
esscbntlal for rbnsurlng effective response in the event of a 
n II c 1 a a r d c c I (1 f: n ( (p. 5, P 37 9 PI’ 42-47/GAO Ijrdlt Report) 

I)0 1) Rc 5E’Il5 e -__-_-- -- ___ t’drtlldtly COIICIlr. The report concluded thdt the 
Ndvy dntl Army po~‘tlon on nut lrdr-capable uni Is 1s more 
restrlc tivcb thdn the Don and Dot Joint classlflcatlon gultlancc 
ri I 1 0 w ‘l ‘rhr IO I II t IhI /DOD Nur lrdr Weapon Cl a\$ 1 f icdt 10r1 GUI de 
(CG-W-S), to whl(h the> GAO refers, states that “The capabilIty 
t-0 5torc or mdIrItaIn Wc‘dI)OIlS at d specific location or 
~nstalldtlnn normdlly 15 not classiftcd, but lnformatlon 

6 I 

Y 
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revealing the actual presence of weapons 1s classlfled, as is 
the ldentlficdtlon of a speclflc locatlon as a nuclear weapon 
storage site” SpecifIcally, In accordance with CG-W-5, the 
ldentif~catlon that any specific Installation (weapons statlon, 
base, fort, etc.) within the UnIted States or Its terrltorles 
IS d nucledr weapons storage site is classlfled at the 

I Conf Ldentlal, Formerly Restricted Data level regardless of 
whcthcbr or not the actual presence of nuclear weapons 15 
revcalcd. Therefore although It 1s possible to conduct nuclear 
w~dpon emergency preparedness planning with uncleared offlclals 
dt lOLdtlOIlS where a nuclear-capable unit rn~ght vlslt (USAF 
bdSC, USN Iiomcport) It IS not possible to conduct slmllar 
pldnnlng at an unclasslf~edevel at a “weapon storage site.” 
In thrt lattrr CdSf?, the Army and the Navy have made the proper 
lnterpretat~on of the classlflcatlon gutdance by ensuring that 
only properly cleared off~clals from state and local governments 
part I( 1 pate in the nuclear weapon emergency preparedness 
planIllllg In addition, It should be noted that contrary to the 
LAO I L rid I rig , DOD Instruction 5100.52 requires that local 

I ml 1 I tdry lnStalld~lOIl5 shall cooperate, withIn the conf lnes of 
curIcnt becurlty cldsslfLcatlon gutdellnes, wtth state and 
1oc,11 off tcla1s during radlologlcal emergency exercises. 

******** 
RFCOMMLNDATIONS 

0 I, Rl,COMM1 NDATION The GAO recommended that the Secretary 
of llrf(~n~c dtrect the Army and Navy Secretaries to ensure that 
tlrc>lI nu( 1ca1 -cdp‘%ble instdllat~ons, including Navy homeports, 
provkd(> the o1)portunl ty for state and locdl authorltles to 
(oordlndtr c~mcrgcncy plans for nuclear weapon acctdents b) 
\h,lr ~ng uncla\\~fled planning lnformatlon regarding such things 
cl\ (I) th(> 1jotrntlnl hazards associated with such accidents, 
(2) ~~ccltl(~nt not lflcatlon pol~cles and procedures, (3) DOD 
I ~‘5~‘Oll~“ Cdpdbllltlrs, and (4) procedures for requesting 
ds5lst‘rllcr. (1). 47/GAO Draft Report) 

I)ol) R’~‘O”5” PdrL tdl ly concur The ‘~nterlm DOD guidance’ 
I’ x 1”’ t t cd L 0 I, c published by December 1986, will exceed the 

I lntc*nt ol th,lt portion of this recommendation that applies to 
\tdtl’ d II t II 0 r I t 1 cx 5 , in that it authorizes all DOD components to 
1n1c.r t .I<(’ wi 111 ~(~ni01 state offlclals who have the approprldte 
1 InI~~cbtl ‘I~cc~\ ,iuthorlzatlon to coordinate on all (classified 
JII~ LIIIC l‘+f,\kf I rillcrgency radiolo6lcal planning. Special 
~,~d~ologi(“l p~~p~irrdness by local authorltles 1s not 
ton\ldt~r <*cl IIC( e+s,ir y 111 that the turning and release 
(11,11,1ctor ~\t~ts of postutated accidents are such that exlstlng 
110111111~ 1 (‘<iI 10~ d 1 govf.1 nmcnt general purpose emergency response 
~~IAII~ (CIVII ~I~~UI~)AIIC~S, natural disasters, mayor fires, 
( 1lt‘lll1 t J1 I cIc‘l\Pc, ( CLC ) ptovldr dn adequate interface to 
511plw1 t PI fee t ivc rc4porisc to a nuclear weapon accident . It 

L 
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now op p 33 

I should be noted that the ‘lnterlm DOD guidance’ does not, 
however, preclude the DOD components from appropriate Interface I 

with local authorltles at the ‘unclasslfled’ level. 

0 RECOMMENDATION 2: The GAO recommended that the Secretary 
of Defense direct the Army and Navy Secretarles to ensure that 
their nuclear-capable lnstallatlons, lncludlng Navy homeports, 
provide the opportunity for state and local authorrtles to 
coordinate emergency plans for nuclear weapon accidents by 
provldlng for state and local partlclpatlon In lnstallatlon 
response exercises. (p. 47/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD Response; Nonconcur. DOD Instructlon 5100.52 currently 
requires, for all services, that local military installations 
shall cooperate, wlthln the confines of current security 
classlflcatlon guldellnes, with state and local offlclals 
during radlologlcal emergency exercises. Therefore, no 
addltlonal dtrectlon IS required. It must be recognized that, 
although It 1s posstble to have state and local participation 
in some nuclear weapon accident response exercises (such as 
USAF bases and USN homeport sites) without confirming or 
denying the presence of nuclear weapons, It 1s clearly not 
possible to have slmllar partlclpatlon at a localltles that 
have a nuclear-cdpable untt (e.g., a nuclear weapon storage 
site) without conflrmlng the presence of nuclear weapons 
State and local partlclpatlon has in the past, and will 
continue Ln the future, to be a Important facet of the DOD 
National Nuclear Weapon Accident Exercise Program 

Y 

I 
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- Comments From the Assistant Secretary of - I 
’ Energy (Management and Administration) 

Department of Energy 
WashIngton, DC 20585 

August 5, 1986 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Director, Resources, Community, and 

Economic Development Divisron 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20543 

Dear Mr. Peach. 

The Department of Energy (DOE) appreciates the opportunity to review and 
comment on the General Accounting Offlce (GAO) draft report entitled "Nuclear 
Weapons. Emergency Planning for Accidents Can Be Better Coordinated with 
States and Localities." 

The Department of Energy finds the technical content of the subJect draft GAO 
report acceptable for publication. We agree with the deslrablllty of close 
coordination with both state and local emergency response authorltles in basic 
emergency planning and preparedness actlvltles, lncludlng exercises. To 
support this goal and to provide state and local response authorltles with a I 

better understanding of the particular radlologlcal, safety, securltv, and 
management aspects of an accident involving nuclear weapons, the Department 1s 
now working with the Department of Defense and the Federal Emprgency Manage- 
ment Agency (FEMA) to develop a training course for state and local authori- 

I 

ties on this subJect. Our goal IS to present a trial course in early 1937. 
Once establrshed, FEMA has proposed that this course be offered twice a year. 

The Department wishes to point out that the fundamental aspects and capabili- 
ties necessary for effective emergency response are, in general, independent 
of the nature of the emergency or of its speclflc consequences. The quantity 
of specific response resources necessary to respond to an emergency may change 
with both the type of event and the time wlthln the event. The need for the 
fundamental capabllitles such as effective data gathering and analysis, timel!, 
communlcatlons, notlflcatlons, loglstlcal support, and management and control 
systems remains constant. 

For thlr reason, the development and maintenance of fully lnteqrated basic 
emergency response capabilities are, in most casss. more appropriate than the 
development of a multitude of Individual, accident type specific plans. In 
fact, emergenry planning and preparedness are dynamic processes which must be 
responsive continuously to the charlying nature of the hazards and the 
resources and technology available to support effective responses. 

* 

I 

-- 
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Per your request, the Department performed a classification revlew of your 
draft report and determined that it contains no Restricted Data, Formerly 
Restricted Data, or other information classified under the Department of 
Energy rules and regulations. However. since the report is concerned 
predominantly with Department of Defense (DOD) installations and procedures, 

I we defer to the DOD for determination of Its correct classification. 

DOE hopes that these comments will be helpful to GAO In their preparatlon of 
the final report. 

Sincerely, I~ 

Martha 0. Hesse 
Assistant Secretary 
Management and Adminlstratlon 

I 

- __ _.-----__- 
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Glossary 

Alpha Particle A charged particle emitted spontaneously from the nuclei of some radio- 
active elements and identical with a helium nucleus. Alpha radiation is 
difficult to detect and its effect lasts for years. It has a range of only a 
few inches in the air and is incapable of penetrating clothing or even the 
outer layer of unbroken skin. However, alpha radiation is a primary 
hazard when absorbed internally. 

Mta Particle A charged particle of very small mass emitted spontaneously from the 
nuclei of certain radioactive elements. Beta radiation may travel several 
feet in the air before being absorbed. In more dense material, such as 
body tissue, beta radiation may travel up to half an inch. Clothing nor- 
mally provides adequate protection from beta radiation. Therefore, beta 
radiation is a hazard only when beta-emitting materials are either in 
direct contact with the skin or absorbed internally. 

- 

Emergency Planning Preparing in advance to implement those actions and procedures neces- 
sary to facilitate a rapid, successful response. 

Gamma Ray Electromagnetic radiation originating in the nuclei of certain radioactive 
elements and accompanying many nuclear reactions. Gamma rays can 
travel great distances through the air and can penetrate a considerable 
thickness of material. 

Lung Dose A term denoting the quantity of radiation energy absorbed by the lungs. 

Plutonium An artificially produced fissile material, isotopes of which are used in 
nuclear weapons Plutonium emits alpha radiation. 

* 

Rem A unit that expresses biological effects. Exposure to one roentgen of 
gamma radiation is approximately equivalent to one rem. 
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